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Abstract 
Scientists and politicians agree that entrepreneurship is a driving force for economic de-
velopment, determining its speed and direction. To ensure future growth it is critical to 
understand how entrepreneurial activity can be supported in a way that it creates sus-
tainable value and additional employment. For this reason the study of startup perfor-
mance is a topic of interest to both scientists and politicians. Recent publications reveal 
three obstacles in startup performance research. First, the prevailing assumption of a 
generally positive growth-profit-relationship is empirically not supported. Second, re-
search often uses the terms performance and success synonymously even though they 
are semantically different. Third, the analysis of simple relations between performance 
measures and independent variables did not uncover performance rules with consistent 
effects and high predictive power. 

This study tries to assess how research on startup performance may benefit from the 
application of modern methods of computational science, specifically multi-criteria optimi-
zation and machine learning. In order to do so we apply a resource-based view approach, 
enhanced by dynamic capabilities, to obtain a theoretical framework that allows us to 
analyze startup performance. Based on this framework we build a coherent analytical 
model that enables us to test the effectiveness of algorithms. Using artificially generated 
data we test the problem-solution capabilities that the algorithms non-dominated sorting 
and random forests, exemplarily representing the areas of multi-criteria optimization and 
machine learning, have in the context of startup performance analysis.  

Our results confirm that the criterion of pareto-optimality, obtained through non-dominated 
sorting, is a property that allows us to compare various performance measures simulta-
neously and independent of their interdependencies. Our study further demonstrates that 
pareto-optimality can be used to define a clear distinction between performance and suc-
cess, whenever reasonable assumptions about preferences can be made. Moreover our 
study shows that the random forest algorithm is able to detect multivariate performance 
rules in RBV-based frameworks and can provide predictions on startup performance. 
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1 Introduction 
Entrepreneurship is an important part of the puzzle, that is, economic and social devel-
opment (Rezaei et al. 2012). It is the driving force of economic evolution, determining its 
speed and direction (Terjesen & Wang 2012). Facing a slowed world economy, in the 
search for new growth, entrepreneurship has received an increasing interest from policy 
makers around the world. Exemplary for this, in 2002 Romano Prodi as President of the 
European Commission announced that promoting entrepreneurship would be critical to 
ensure future growth on the old continent (Audretsch 2007). But not only politicians em-
phasize the importance of entrepreneurship for economic development, so do scientists. 
In a recent interview Nobel Prize winning economist Ronald Coase stressed that entre-
preneurship is key for achieving economic growth, pleasantly noticing that the topic finally 
has become a global phenomenon (Terjesen & Wang 2012). As we can see, both, politi-
cians and scientists, are interested in understanding how entrepreneurial activity can be 
supported in order to stimulate growth and create employment (Delmar et al. 2013). 

To answer this question more effectively, however, further research is required. Especial-
ly startup performance has become a topic of interest in entrepreneurship research, as it 
addresses the reasoning behind firm failure, assesses levels of firm performance and 
tries to enable the prediction of future success. While being one of the most studied fields 
in entrepreneurship, startup performance remains among its least understood (Mckelvie & 
Wiklund 2010). While there is a large consensus that startup performance is a multidi-
mensional phenomenon, research widely assumed these dimensions to be positively cor-
related, recent findings however challenge this assumption (Delmar et al. 2013; 
Davidsson et al. 2009; Wiklund & Shepherd 2005; Murphy et al. 1996). Furthermore, re-
flecting past studies, scholars realize they haven’t been able to identify variables that 
have a consistent effect on startup performance (Mckelvie & Wiklund 2010; Davidsson et 
al. 2009). Finally, when analyzing startup success, scholars seem to have paid insuffi-
cient attention to the preferential structures necessary to interpret levels of performance 
as success (Delmar et al. 2013; Mckelvie & Wiklund 2010). 

While entrepreneurship research faces mentioned challenges, the analytical capabilities 
of computational science may bear the potential to resolve them. Computational science 
is a highly interdisciplinary field of study concerned with building mathematical models 
and procedures to solve problems in various scientific disciplines (Maxville 2013; Rocha 
et al. 2010; Wang et al. 2009). Regarding the research gaps in startup performance anal-
ysis, specifically the areas of computer-based multi-criteria optimization and machine 
learning may be able to enhance research, as they are able to process many variables 
simultaneously, obtaining information about relationships and trade-offs. 
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The objective of this study is to evaluate the potential that computational methods in the 
area of multi-criteria optimization and machine learning have regarding the analysis of 
startup performance. For that purpose we introduce two exemplary algorithms, non-
dominated sorting and random forest, and evaluate their benefit for startup performance 
analysis. 

In order to elaborate on this research question, our study is structured as follows. With 
this introduction constituting the first chapter, in the second chapter we will present a the-
oretical framework that allows us to analyze startup performance and point to current 
gaps in research. Additionally, the second chapter will provide an overview on multi-
criteria optimization and machine learning, detailing their potential to enhance startup 
performance analysis. In chapter three we proceed to build a multifactorial model that 
enables us to perform a quantitative analysis of the startup-performance-relationship. 
Following this, in chapter three we also introduce two algorithms, non-dominated sorting 
and random forest, respectively representing the areas of multi-criteria optimization and 
machine learning. In chapter four we analyze the performance of these algorithms in the 
context of startup performance analysis, using our multifactorial model and coherent arti-
ficial data. In chapter six we discuss the results obtained, while chapter seven constitutes 
the conclusion of this thesis and provides an outlook on future research. 

 

Figure 1 – Structure of this thesis 
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2 Theoretical framework 
The aim of this study is to combine two areas of research. More precisely the idea is to 
enhance research on startup performance in the entrepreneurial field through the applica-
tion of methods of multi-criteria optimization and machine learning, which originate from 
the field of computational science. Following this structure the theoretical framework of 
this study is divided into two parts. First we intend to establish a common understanding 
of the entrepreneurial context, explaining how startup performance can be analyzed and 
pointing to current gaps in research. Then we introduce selected methods of multi-criteria 
optimization and machine learning, indicating their potential to reduce mentioned re-
search gaps. 

 

Figure 2 – The theoretical framework of this thesis 

2.1 Startup performance analysis and current research gaps  
In order to understand how startup performance can be analyzed one must first under-
stand what a startup is, what its performance is and how an explanatory link between 
these two concepts can be established. For that matter we will proceed to define the 
startup term, to specify startup performance and to introduce the resource-based view as 
an explicative theory able to connect a startup to its performance. 
  

Startup: A concept hard to define  

As our study aims to analyze the relationship between startups and their performance, we 
first have to establish a common understanding of what a startup is. Unfortunately defin-
ing the startup term is not as straightforward as one would hope. While entrepreneurship 
is one of the most vital and dynamic fields in management science, it is also character-
ized by a vast heterogeneity regarding its approaches, methodologies and definitions 
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(Audretsch 2012; Wiklund et al. 2011). Looking into high ranked entrepreneurial journals 
the term startup is being used synonymously alongside terms such as new technology 
based firms, high-tech new ventures, young innovative companies or small and medium-
sized companies (Czarnitzki & Delanote 2012; Ganotakis 2012; Gronum et al. 2012; 
Gimmon & Levie 2010; Kakati 2003). Each one of these terms appears to relate to a spe-
cific subset of startups, however, there seems to be a flaw in research as the term startup 
itself is rarely being defined (Huang et al. 2012; Davila et al. 2003). Keeping Schumpet-
er’s theory of creative destruction in mind it is obvious that there must be not one, but a 
combination of properties that qualify a company to be a startup. Some of them may be 
hard to capture, like innovativeness, while others may be easier to determine, like age or 
size. Nevertheless our study eventually aims to perform a quantitative analysis on startup 
performance and therefore requires a clear, quantifiable definition for the term. However 
our work also should not miss out on the bigger picture of what a startup is made of. To 
cope with these requirements, in order to define the startup term we proceed as follows: 
First we describe the startup phenomenon on a broader, more qualitative level following 
the approach of Eric Ries. After having understood the broader implications of the con-
cept we then derive a more quantitative definition based on entrepreneurial research lit-
erature. 

In his book “The Lean Startup” Eric Ries (2011) provides a holistic, coherent, yet practical 
description of the nature of a startup: “A startup is a human institution designed to deliver 
a new product or service under conditions of extreme uncertainty”. The definition of Ries 
captures three aspects that are essential to the startup phenomenon: The social aspect, 
innovation and uncertainty. The social aspect is reflected by mentioning the human as 
being central to the institution. A startup is more than its ideas and products. It’s about the 
people involved. Larger, well-established competitors may have similar ideas and prod-
ucts, but the social context of their organization is different. Missing hierarchies, quick 
decision-making and a prevailing entrepreneurial spirit among staff characterize the social 
context of startups, enabling them to adjust faster to environmental change than their 
larger competitors (Rosenbusch et al. 2011). Besides the social aspect, Ries definition 
mentions innovation to be another characteristic for startups. This argument is coherent 
to Schumpeter’s theory of creative destruction. As existing markets are dominated by 
large companies, startups use innovation to disrupt these markets or even to create en-
tirely new markets or niches. Subsequently innovation allows them to establish competi-
tive advantage or temporary monopolies (Rosenbusch et al. 2011). While innovation is 
key to being a startup, it is important to understand that it does not necessarily have to 
occur on product level. Startups may also be innovative because they use new market 
channels, different payment schemes or appeal to a new group of customers. Finally, 
Ries definition mentions uncertainty to be a third characteristic for startups. This uncer-
tainty arises because startups, while trying to bring innovation to the market, at the same 
time typically lack of resources (Stucki 2013; Davila et al. 2003; Lee et al. 2001). While 
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larger organizations dispose of excess resources that enable them to absorb possible 
failure of innovative ideas, for startups this failure poses an existential risk to their organi-
zation. While low means of resources may encourage startups to act more efficiently than 
larger competitors it also makes them more vulnerable to external influences, threatening 
their business model (Rosenbusch et al. 2011). 

After having understood the characteristics of a startup on a broader, more qualitative 
level, for the purpose of our study, we now want to seek for a more formal and quantifia-
ble definition. Research literature suggests defining the startup term from an institutional 
point of view, characterizing it either by its organizational context, its outcome or its be-
havior. As our study aims to explain different levels of startup performance, we reject a 
performance-oriented definition of the term, as it would put unnecessary limitations to the 
scope of our study. Further, as we do not intend to explain performance through behav-
ioral patterns but rather based on resource configurations, following a resource-based 
view approach, a contextual definition seems most suitable for our purposes. Based on 
their organizational context startups can be described through institutional features such 
as age, size, ownership or legal status. Reviewing prevailing entrepreneurship literature 
Audretsch (2012) finds that for contextual definitions the criteria firm age and size are 
predominantly used. Both criteria are not only coherent to Schumpeter’s view of creative 
destruction but their combination also enables to exclude companies that fulfill only one 
criterion, as it would be the case for a company small in size but too old to be a startup 
(Audretsch 2012). 

Within this study we will define the startup term using the institutional criteria size and 
age. For the size criterion we follow the example of Stucki (2013) and Huang et al. (2013) 
and limit the company size of startups to companies of equal to, or smaller than medium-
size. To ensure compatibility to available databases we define the terms medium-sized 
company following the standard set by the European Union (see appendix A1). For the 
age criterion we follow the example of Visintin & Pittino (2014) limiting startups to compa-
nies of an age equal to or smaller than 15 years. Keeping the qualitative definition of Ries 
in mind, we combine Audretsch's findings from his entrepreneurship literature review with 
practices of recent publications of top ranked journals to obtain our definition of the 
startup term: 

A startup is a novel institution, not older than 15 years, of moderate size, with an head-
count lower than 250 employees and an annual turnover lower than 50 million euros a 
year, that aims to deliver new products or services to a market while incurring high levels 
of uncertainty. 
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Performance: A concept that is multidimensional 

In order to analyze the relationship between startups and their performance, it’s not suffi-
cient to establish a common understanding of what a startup is, but also of what startup 
performance is and how it can be measured (Murphy et al. 1996; Chandler & Hanks 
1993). 

Semantically performance is a concept that describes “the capability of an instance” (The 
Oxford Dictionary of English 2010, 3rd ed.), expressing what its able to accomplish. Per-
formance indicators thus describe the level of outcome a startup is able to deliver, provid-
ing a feedback to stakeholders on where the venture is heading. 

While measuring performance can be simple in some contexts, for startups this does not 
seem to be the case. Whereas appropriate performance frameworks have been devel-
oped for large public companies, only little progress has been made in developing similar 
schemes for startups (Santos et al. 2002). In fact the heterogeneous use of performance 
measures in past studies does not only limited their comparability, but is also widely as-
sumed to be the main cause for the conflicting results on startup performance and its driv-
ing mechanisms (Delmar et al. 2003; Murphy et al. 1996). 

Recognizing these unfavorable circumstances we take them as an impulse to be even 
more fastidious, defining what startup performance is. So far research has revealed that 
startup performance is not a single- but a multidimensional phenomenon (Rauch et al. 
2009; Wiklund & Shepherd 2003; Murphy et al. 1996; Dess et al. 1997; Chandler & 
Hanks 1993). Research further identifies three different measures to be relevant for eval-
uating startup performance: Growth, profitability and survival (Delmar et al. 2013). Moreo-
ver research comes to the conclusion that it’s inappropriate to observe startup perfor-
mance based solely on a subset of these three measures. The reason for this is twofold: 
First of all, each measure is considered to reflect only one dimension of the overall per-
formance and second of all there is no empirical evidence supporting these measures are 
symmetrical or generally positively correlated (Delmar et al. 2013; Mckelvie & Wiklund 
2010). 

As startup performance is a concept reflected not by one but by combination of 
measures, we will continue to introduce each one of them explaining how they can be 
determined, why they are seen as an indicator of performance and what their respective 
limitations are. 

Growth is a concept used by many studies to assess startup performance. It is typically 
determined as either change in sales or number of employees over a period of time 
(Audretsch 2012). Both bases, sales and number of employees, have strengths and 
weaknesses for reflecting growth. While sales are sensitive to inflation and exchange 
rates, employment isn’t. Employment however is being affected by productivity increases 
and automatization, while sales aren’t (Delmar et al. 2003). Whether observed through 
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employment or sales, growth is generally perceived as a positive indicator of startup per-
formance. High growth indicates that a company is fitting to its environment, meeting 
market needs and having a competitive advantage (Delmar et al. 2013). It also is a sign 
that the market has recognized and accepted a company’s products, signaling increasing 
demand (Markman & Gartner 2002). Furthermore growth is a sign for larger size, implying 
the company operates closer to the minimum efficient scale, being more cost efficient and 
getting better access to capital markets (Delmar et al. 2013). In addition to that, growth is 
often associated with a decreasing likelihood of firm failure as well as an increase of 
wealth creation and a broader economic development (Markman & Gartner 2002). While 
growth is largely perceived as a positive indicator of performance, there are also argu-
ments supporting that growth can have negative effects on the overall startup perfor-
mance (Davidsson et al. 2009). High growth might swamp management, disturb its focus 
and create distortions in the organization. A rapidly increasing number of employees for 
example may slow down internal knowledge transfer, making an organization less flexi-
ble, impairing its original culture and its entrepreneurial spirit (Markman & Gartner 2002). 
Furthermore growth often times requires investments, which usually have a negative im-
pact on short-term profitability, financial independence and thus on a firms likelihood of 
survival (Delmar et al. 2013). In addition to that, the use of growth as performance criteria 
is also limited by the observation that some entrepreneurs rather opt to secure sound 
levels of profitability than to increase their growth rate. 

Profitability itself is another measure to assess startup performance. It is often determined 
by the return on assets and indicates the financial benefit that an organization provides to 
its shareholders (Lin & Wu 2014; Davidsson et al. 2009; Steffens et al. 2009). Profitability 
is generally assumed to be a positive indicator for startup performance. It is interpreted as 
a sign of a satisfactory market demand, of meeting market needs and of having built a 
competitive advantage (Davidsson et al. 2009). Furthermore profitability provides a com-
pany access to new resources, limiting its dependency on external financing, weakening 
external control and lowering its likelihood of exiting the market (Delmar et al. 2013). De-
spite these undoubtedly positive aspects of profitability, there are also reasons limiting its 
use as an indicator of performance. In industries like the high-tech sector it is common 
that startups initially can’t generate any sales or profits and rather develop in terms of 
growth in number of employees. In these scenarios profitability is not a suitable criterion 
to analyze startup performance (Delmar et al. 2003). Even if the environment allows 
startups to operate profitably, the use of the profitability criteria is limited as we observe 
that some entrepreneurs rather opt for growth investing their resources to build econo-
mies of scale or first mover advantages, deliberately diminishing short or medium term 
profitability. 

Last but not least, the criterion of survival is a third measure to assess startup perfor-
mance. Survival is considered to be an important measure of performance as mortality 
rates among young, early stage companies are high (Stucki 2013). Surviving an extended 
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amount of time shows that a startup is suited to its market environment, gathered busi-
ness experience and developed skills adapting to changes of market forces (Thornhill & 
Amit 2003). Unlike growth or profitability, survival cannot be interpreted as something 
negative, however, its expressiveness is also limited. As opposed to growth and profitabil-
ity, survival it is not a continuous but a binary indicator, which therefore does not allow to 
identify or compare more than two levels of performance (Delmar et al. 2003). In addition 
to that, classifying non-survivors can become a rather complicated task as compared to 
measuring return on assets or sales growth, since not all market exits correspond to firm 
failure, as companies can also be split, merged or taken over by other entities (Delmar et 
al. 2013). 

Concluding our findings on startup performance we notice that startup performance is a 
concept hard to address because its nature is multidimensional. We introduced the most 
commonly accepted performance criteria growth, profitability and survival, analyzing their 
rational as well as their limitations for explaining overall startup performance. Based on 
the state of knowledge we recognize that, in order to determine a startups performance in 
its entirety, the three measures growth, profitability have to be considered simultaneously. 
 

The resource-based view: A theory for explaining startup performance 

After having established a common understanding of what a startup is and how its per-
formance can be assessed, for the purpose of our study, we now require a theory that 
can constitute a link between a startup and its performance. Looking at recent studies in 
entrepreneurship and reviewing literature on strategic management we learned that the 
resource-based view (RBV) is a concept suitable to establish this link. 

The resource-based view is one of the most widely accepted theories of strategic man-
agement and a common framework for explaining differences in performance of compa-
nies within the same industry (Lin & Wu 2014; Newbert 2008; Eisenhardt & Martin 2000). 
The RBV has been successfully applied in numerous entrepreneurial studies examining 
the growth-profitability relationship of startup companies (Lin & Wu 2014; Visintin & Pittino 
2014; Mckelvie & Wiklund 2010; Ganotakis 2012; Davidsson et al. 2009; Newbert 2008). 

To comprehend the RBV it is important to understand that it is a theory, which evolves 
from an internal perspective of the firm. According to the RBV, companies can be de-
scribed as the set of resources and capabilities at their disposal. While resources are 
defined as tangible or intangible assets owned and controlled by the firm, capabilities are 
described as a firm’s capacity to deploy its resources in order to implement its strategy. 

Typical examples for company resources include a firm’s cash reserves or its patent 
rights. Capabilities on the other hand can be reflected in a company’s process of planning 
and coordination or its culture of continuous improvement. While modeling companies as 
resource-capability combinations, the RBV simultaneously assumes resources and capa-
bilities to be heterogeneously distributed across companies and to be imperfectly mobile. 
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When comparing company performances, the RBV attributes superior performance to 
competitive advantage and identifies superior resource-capability combinations to be the 
main cause of this advantage. More precisely, according to RBV, a company will attain 
competitive advantage whenever it possesses a resource-capability combination that is 
valuable, rare, inimitable and non-substitutable. Competitive advantage then subsequent-
ly allows a company to improve its short and long-term performance, as resource-
capability combinations are assumed to be imperfectly mobile (Lin & Wu 2014; Davidsson 
et al. 2009; Newbert 2008; Thornhill & Amit 2003; Lee et al. 2001; Eisenhardt & Martin 
2000; Wernerfelt 1984). 

For entrepreneurs the RBV implies that a business should only pursue opportunities that 
match its resource-capability advantage (Davidsson et al. 2009). An advantage that can 
only be based on resources or capabilities that generate value, are not available to com-
petitors and can neither be imitated nor substituted by them. For entrepreneurial research 
the RBV implies that differences in startup performance within industries can be ex-
plained by observing the companies resource-capability configurations. 

Having explained the RBV theory and its implications in detail, we now want to point to 
some empirical evidence supporting its ability to explain differences in startup perfor-
mance. Thornhill & Amit (2003) found strong support for the RBV when analyzing Cana-
dian corporate bankruptcies. Studying more than 5000 Swedish and Australian SME’s 
Davidsson et al. (2009) similarly conclude that startup profitability is indicative of having 
built a resource-based competitive advantage. In addition to that, Lin & Wu (2014) found 
sound evidence that valuable, rare, inimitable and non-substitutable resources have a 
significant effect on competitive advantage and firm performance.  

Despite this supportive evidence there are also critics to the RBV. Their criticism is usual-
ly directed towards the fact that the RBV implements a rather static view on companies 
and their environment, which is often seen as a harsh contradiction to an economic reality 
that is characterized by dynamic change (Eisenhardt & Martin 2000). Due to this static 
point of view critics complain that RBV would only be able to explain competitive ad-
vantage and performance at given points in time. As useful as the RBV thus seems to be, 
mentioned criticism presents a valid argument. Fortunately this argument can be debili-
tated by enhancing the RBV with the dynamic capabilities theory (DC). 

Dynamic capabilities – Extending the RBV to dynamic environments  

As previously identified RBV reflects a static view on companies and their environment, 
thus making it inadequate for explaining competitive advantage and performance in situa-
tions of change (Eisenhardt & Martin 2000). To account for this deficiency, scholars often 
use the RBV in a broader sense, extending its notion by the concept of dynamic capabili-
ties (Lin & Wu 2014; Davidsson et al. 2009; Eisenhardt & Martin 2000). Dynamic capabili-
ties are defined as “firm processes and routines that use resources to integrate, reconfig-
ure, gain and release resources in order to match market change” (Eisenhardt & Martin 
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2000). An example for a dynamic capability would be a company’s process for strategic 
decision-making or its ability to build alliances. When introducing dynamic capabilities to 
the RBV framework, they immediately become an integral part for explaining firm perfor-
mance, as they enable companies to manipulate their resource-capability configurations 
in order to meet the changing requirements of dynamic environments. 

Apart from the theoretical reasoning there is also empirical evidence supporting the no-
tion of dynamic capabilities. In a study on 1000 high-tech startups in Taiwan for example 
Wu (2007) found that DC mediate between entrepreneurial resources and performance, 
enhancing the overall comprehension of RBV on startups. Moreover, studying 217 com-
panies in China, Li & Liu (2014) confirmed that dynamic capabilities have a significantly 
positive affect on competitive advantage and company performance. 

Summing up the theoretical framework of this study: In order to establish an explanatory 
theory that links startups and their performance we first introduced the RBV. Recognizing 
its static view on companies and their environment we further presented the notion of DC. 
Finally, we decide to combine RBV and DC to obtain a theoretical framework that is able 
to explain startup performance in both static and dynamic environments. To confirm the 
legitimacy of this approach we further referred to scholars who successfully applied the 
same theoretical framework and even highlighted empirical evidence supporting its use. 

Research gaps: Impulses for this study 

After having established a theoretical framework for analyzing the startup-performance 
relationship and having build a common understanding of all elementary concepts in-
volved, following the present state of knowledge, we now want to point to current gaps in 
startup performance research. In order to do so, we revised the top ten entrepreneurship 
journals according to ISI SCI ranking, as identified by Sassmannshausen (2012), search-
ing for the terms {performance OR success}. As a result of our literature review we identi-
fied three major research gaps that we will proceed to explain individually. 

 

Figure 3 – Current research gaps in startup performance analysis 

The growth-profitability relationship – From consensus to conflict 

Startup performance, while being one of the most studied fields in entrepreneurship, also 
remains among its least understood (Mckelvie & Wiklund 2010). Recent publications on 
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the topic indicate that scholars specifically have a growing interest in understanding the 
relationship between growth rate dynamics and profitability (Federico & Capelleras 2014). 
This observation is interesting as the assumption of a generally positive relationship be-
tween growth and profitability is at heart of many entrepreneurship theories. Recent pub-
lications give reason to believe that there might be a gap between this assumption and 
empirical evidence (Delmar et al. 2013). Growth and profitability may evolve and interact 
in a more complex and multidimensional way. The assumption of a generally positive 
relationship between growth and profit is being challenged by recent studies, both logical-
ly and empirically (Federico & Capelleras 2014; Delmar et al. 2013; Mckelvie & Wiklund 
2010; Davidsson et al. 2009; Steffens et al. 2009). 

Logically, growth and profitability are not symmetric (Davidsson et al. 2009). We can un-
derline this statement with a simple example: Few things could be easier than increasing 
the sales growth of a company. One would only have to buy products at market price and 
then resell them for a significantly lower price. As a consequence one would expect sales 
growth to increase significantly. However this growth would neither be profitable nor sus-
tainable and subsequently have a negative impact on a company’s profitability as well as 
on its likelihood of survival. This admittedly extreme example shows that growth and prof-
itability are logically not symmetric. Even though the idea of a positive relation between 
growth and profitability is based on well-known principals like economies of scale, experi-
ence effects, first mover advantage and network externalities, these arguments are being 
undermined (Davidsson et al. 2009). Recent studies show that in many industries the 
minimum efficient scale is reached at rather smaller size, making economies of scale a 
low barrier of entry (Davidsson et al. 2009). Moreover economies of scale seem to be 
transient as growing firms have an increasing need for coordination affecting its overall 
efficiency having a negative impact on profitability (Federico & Capelleras 2014). From a 
competitive point of view high growth, when accompanied by low levels of profitability, 
can be interpreted as a lack of competitive advantage (Davidsson et al. 2009). In such 
case, a company has to compete with equally attractive alternatives where growth can 
only be achieved through costly efforts like marketing or price cuts, both likely to have a 
negative impact on profitability. Or putting our argument the other way around, assuming 
a company that poses significant competitive advantage, one would think it would serve 
its most profitable costumers first (Steffens et al. 2009). If so, subsequent growth could 
only be achieved by serving less profitable customers, which again would have a nega-
tive impact on profitability. 

Empirically the evidence on the link between growth and profitability remains mixed. 
There are reports on correlations measuring from weakly positive, to statistically insignifi-
cant, to negative (Delmar et al. 2013; Mckelvie & Wiklund 2010). Delmar et al. (2013) 
identify a positive relationship between profitability and growth and so did Coad (2010) 
and Davidsson et al. (2009). Markman and Gartner (2002) however found no relationship 
between growth and profitability. Brännback et al. (2009) also didn’t find evidence sup-
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porting that sales growth is positively associated with profitability. In an earlier study, Reid 
(1995)  actually found a negative relation between profitability and growth. More im-
portantly, while analyzing the meta-analysis of Capon et al. (1990), Davidsson et al. 
(2009) found that positive associations between growth and financial performance were 
only found in a cross-industry studies, while in studies controlling for industry these ef-
fects were in fact very small. 

Studying the growth-profitability relationship (GPR) scholars currently have two promising 
ideas. As growth and profitability only seem to move together in some cases, while hav-
ing a neutral or even negative relation in other instances, scholars propose to redirect 
research into looking at growth patterns, rather than trying to find an oversimplified overall 
relationship (Steffens et al. 2009). By focusing on growth patterns, observing how the 
GPR relationship may evolve over time, scholars expect to gain better insights into the 
causal mechanisms behind growth (Mckelvie & Wiklund 2010; Steffens et al. 2009; 
Delmar et al. 2003). Profits may serve as a prerequisite for a sustained growth trajectory 
and growth may reinforce a firms’ profits (Federico & Capelleras 2014). The second 
promising idea considering future growth-profitability studies is to make sure that they 
consistently control their results for industry influence. Davidsson and other scholars 
found evidence supporting the assumption that the GPR varies among industries 
(Federico & Capelleras 2014; Delmar et al. 2013; Delmar et al. 2003). Past research did 
not consistently control for this factor, which may have partially caused the conflicting 
results observed in the past.  

All in all current findings suggest future studies to  

1. consider growth and profitability simultaneously, but separately (Delmar et al. 
2013; Davidsson et al. 2009; Steffens et al. 2009) 

2. adopt a view that explicitly incorporates the intricate relationship between growth 
and profitability (Delmar et al. 2013; Davidsson et al. 2009; Steffens et al. 2009) 

3. consistently control for industry effects (Federico & Capelleras 2014; Delmar et al. 
2013; Davidsson et al. 2009) 

 

Preferences – From performance to success 

Looking into literature one cannot help but notice that the term success is often times 
used by scholars as a synonym for the performance measures under observation, see 
e.g. Visintin & Pittino (2014), Rosenbusch et al. (2011) or Ganotakis (2012). This use of 
term however seems inconsistent to its actual definition. Oxford dictionary defines suc-
cess as “the accomplishment of an aim or purpose”, which implies that success is a con-
cept that includes preferences. Thus, by using performance and success synonymously 
when investigating startup growth and profitability, previous studies implicitly assumed all 
entrepreneurs opt for financial performance, weighing growth and profitability as equally 
important.  
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Logically this seems to be a harsh assumption as the importance of growth and profitabil-
ity as indicators of success may differ among founders (Delmar 2008). Some founders 
may opt primarily for growth trying to realize effects of scale and secure first mover ad-
vantage, while others may opt for profitability trying to build up financial independence, 
perceiving growth to be a risky option possibly leading to firm failure (Delmar et al. 2013). 
In fact it’s most likely that the importance of growth and profitability does not only vary 
among founders but also may change over the lifetime of an organization (Mckelvie & 
Wiklund 2010; Stuart & Abetti 1987). To give an example: For an entrepreneur the main 
goal could be as simple as the survival of his firm. However, once a venture capitalist 
invests into his company, increasing profitability is going to become a major objective for 
him (Stuart & Abetti 1987). 

Empirical work also does not support the assumption that all entrepreneurs opt for growth 
and profitability in equal measures. For example there is evidence that some founders 
don’t want their company to grow if this would imply negative effects on the well-being of 
their employees, on the financial independence of the company or its likelihood of surviv-
al (Wiklund et al. 2003). Likewise Delmar et al. (2013) came to the conclusion that it’s not 
correct to assume all entrepreneurs opt for growth. More precisely, looking at growth and 
profitability, Davidsson et al. (2009) found that both indicators shouldn’t be portrayed as 
equally important for firm performance. Following the same line, Federico & Capelleras 
(2014) conclude that some firms pursue growth opportunities baring the risk of destroying 
value, while others may enjoy superior profits and refuse to grow. Finally, all these stud-
ies are consistent to Chandler and Hanks (1993) findings that different people may not be 
equally satisfied with the same level of performance. 

Concluding our findings we observe that literature has paid insufficient attention to the 
preferential structures necessary to interpret levels of performance as success (Mckelvie 
& Wiklund 2010). In order to determine whether a company is successful or not, its not 
sufficient to observe its levels of performance, but one must further compare this perfor-
mance to its original goal setting (Stuart & Abetti 1987). Even if this information is availa-
ble there still is the problem that different companies have different goals, each of which 
may change over time, making cross company comparison very difficult (Murphy et al. 
1996). 

All in all we reach to the conclusion that there are two possible ways to address startup 
success in future studies: 

1. Either by including information about the startups preferences regarding perfor-
mance measures into the analysis 

2. Or by eliminating any assumptions on the importance of performance indicators, 
examining them jointly but as separate dimensions, leaving the interpretation of 
success to the observer. 
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Multivariate studies – From simple to complex relations 

Even after hundreds of studies scholars have not been able to identify variables that have 
a consistent effect on growth and profitability (Mckelvie & Wiklund 2010; Davidsson et al. 
2009). One possible reason for this lack of progress could be that researches missed to 
understand the dynamic relationship between growth and profitability. Another possible 
reason is that previous studies largely failed to account for differences on company as 
well as industry level. 

Regarding the industry level, taking a look at past studies on growth and profitability 
Delmar et al. (2013) found out that a possible reason for their conflicting results is that 
most of them failed to account for differences in the type of industry. An earlier study by 
Delmar et al. (2003) already indicated that cross-sectional evaluations might be problem-
atic, following the findings of Chandler and Hanks (1993) who concluded that industry 
level factors have a significant influence on the relationship among performance 
measures. However, looking at differences at both industry and company level Federico 
& Capelleras (2014) found that company specific attributes seem to be even more im-
portant in explaining differences in performance than industry level factors. Especially a 
company’s access to resources seems to be a key factor in explaining patterns of growth 
and profitability (Delmar et al. 2013). Looking not only at their access to resources but 
also at their configurations, Delmar et al. (2003) conclude that firm growth is a very com-
plex phenomenon, where various firm factors are differentially related to different forms of 
growth. All together these studies suggest the implementation of a RBV as a way to de-
termine more consistent effects among independent variables and performance 
measures. While designing and executing precise RBV studies is openly admitted to be a 
challenging task (Delmar et al. 2013), even though a perfect design might be impossible 
to obtain, multivariate approaches are still considered to allow investigating more complex 
relations and expected to have hire predictive power (Davidsson et al. 2009; Dess et al. 
1997). 

All in all these findings suggest future studies to 

1. openly acknowledge the complexity of the growth-profitability relationship 
(Czarnitzki & Delanote 2012; Delmar et al. 2003) 

2. apply a resource-based view approach (Davidsson et al. 2009) 
3. focus on inter-firm heterogeneity within particular environments (Federico & 

Capelleras 2014) 

2.2 Computational science and its potential  
Now that we have introduced a theoretical framework for analyzing startup performance 
and identified current research gaps in this field of study, we want to advance and explain 
how computational science might help to reduce these gaps. For this matter we will first 
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introduce relevant concepts within the area of computational science and then point to 
their potential to solve research gaps in startup performance analysis. 

Computational science is a wide and dynamically evolving area of research concerned 
with building mathematical models and quantitative analysis techniques for solving prob-
lems in various scientific disciplines (Maxville 2013). Within the scope of our study we 
only introduce selected concepts of computational science that are relevant to our ap-
proach. In order to do so, we will advance in the following manner: First we will familiarize 
ourselves with the concept of multi-criteria optimization describing the criteria of pareto-
optimality and explaining the difficulty of multi-criteria decision-making. Then we will intro-
duce the concept of machine learning and provide a more detailed description on how 
ensemble methods work. 

 

 

Figure 4 – Multi-criteria optimization and machine learning as areas of interest  

Multi-criteria optimization: A way to handle conflicts 

Optimization is generally defined as the task of finding one or more feasible solutions to a 
mathematically formulated problem minimizing or maximizing one or more objectives. 
Optimization is a topic that is relevant for any agent, involved in one or more decision 
processes, who is concerned to utilize available resources in an efficient way. In order to 
optimize a real world scenario there are three sub-tasks to be fulfilled: Model building, 
application of an optimization procedure and decision-making. The first step, building an 
appropriate model, is as important as the optimization procedure itself, as an optimal so-
lution must always be seen in the context of the model it originated from (Branke et al. 
2008). Following popular annotation an optimization problem can be formulated as: 

Definition 1 (Optimization problem) 

𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑧𝑒   𝑓! 𝑥 , 𝑓! 𝑥 ,… , 𝑓!  

𝑆𝑢𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡  𝑡𝑜  𝑥 ∈ 𝑆 

Where 𝑓!(𝑥) represent one or more objective functions aimed to be minimized simultane-
ously. 𝑆 is the nonempty feasible region defined by a set of constraints modeling the prob-
lem environment. A feasible solution can be described by its decision vector 𝑥, which again 
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is part of 𝑆. Objective vectors are images of decision vectors and consist of objective val-
ues 𝑧 =   𝑓! 𝑥 , 𝑓! 𝑥 ,… , 𝑓! 𝑥 . Furthermore the image of the feasible region in the objective 
space is called feasible objective region. At this point it should also be mentioned that re-
stricting problem formulation to minimization problems does not pose a limitation to model-
ing, as any maximization task can easily be turned into a minimization task by simply ne-
gating their objective functions (Ehrgott 2005). 

As 𝑆 is nonempty, solving a single objective optimization problem (𝑀 = 1) may result in  
various optimal points but will only result in one global optimal objective value. In the single 
objective case decision-making therefore is relatively easy, as often times only few 
decision vectors correspond to the global optimal objective value. In situations of multi-
criteria optimization however decision-making becomes more complicated. Assuming a 
two-dimensional minimization problem and looking at the vectors 𝑓 𝑥 = (1,0) and 
𝑓 𝑦 = (0,1) one has difficulty to decide which of these represents a better solution to the 
problem. 𝑓(𝑥) is better regarding the second objective but 𝑓(𝑦) is better regarding the first 
objective. However, when comparing both solutions to the vector 𝑓 𝑧 = (2,2) its obvious 
𝑓 𝑥   and 𝑓 𝑦  dominate the latter by being better in both objectives. 

Definition 2 (Domination) 

𝑙𝑒𝑡  𝑡ℎ𝑒  𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠  𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ 𝑆  𝑏𝑒  𝑔𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑛  𝑥  𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠  𝑦, 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑑  𝑎𝑠  𝑥 ≻ 𝑦, 𝑖𝑓  𝑓! 𝑥 ≤ 𝑓! 𝑦  

𝑓𝑜𝑟  𝑎𝑙𝑙  𝑖 = 1,… ,𝑀  𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ  𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑡  𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦  𝑓𝑜𝑟  𝑎𝑡  𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑡  𝑜𝑛𝑒  𝑖 

As our simple example already indicated, in multi-criteria optimization one does not typi-
cally find only one optimal objective value but a set of equally optimal objective values, 
that can be identified with the help of definition 2. Each solution in the optimal set is char-
acterized by the fact that its objective value is not being dominated by any other point in 
the feasible objective region. As a consequence these solutions are also referred to as 
non-dominated, efficient, non-inferior or pareto-optimal solutions (Deb 2011; Branke et al. 
2008; Deb 2003). 

Definition 3 (Pareto optimality) 

𝐴  𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡  𝑥! ∈ 𝑆  𝑖𝑠  𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑑  𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑜 − 𝑜𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑙  𝑖𝑓  𝑛𝑜  𝑥   ∈ 𝑆  𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠  𝑠𝑜  𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡  𝑓!(𝑥) ≤ 𝑓!(𝑥!) 

𝑓𝑜𝑟  𝑎𝑙𝑙  𝑖 = 1,… ,𝑀  𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ  𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑡  𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦  𝑓𝑜𝑟  𝑎𝑡  𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑡  𝑜𝑛𝑒  𝑖 

In multi-criteria optimization decision-making is difficult because the pareto-optimal set 
contains not only one, but various solutions, where none can be said to be better than 
any other. However these solutions imply trade-offs among them, where one must sacri-
fice on one objective in order to get a gain in another objective. 
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Figure 5 – The non-dominated front reveals trade-offs (Deb 2011) 

Taking Figure 5 as an example, we can see that solutions number 3,6 and 5 are all part 
of the set of optimal solutions, indicated by the non-dominated front. While comparing 
these three solutions, however, one realizes that solutions number 3 and 6 are situated 
on steeper parts of the non-dominated front as compared to solution number 5. This 
means that, compared to solution number 5, the solutions number 3 and 6 had to sacri-
fice relatively large amounts of one objective in order to realize a relatively small im-
provement in the other objective. Even though all three solutions are non-dominated, so-
lution number 5 thus looks like a better trade-off between the two objectives. As this ex-
ample shows, even though decision-making is difficult in multi-criteria optimization, ana-
lyzing the trade-offs among objectives in the pareto-optimal set can provide valuable in-
sights to decision makers and ease the decision-making process. 

So far, we found out that pareto-optimality is a criterion, which allows us to identify sets of 
optimal solutions considering multiple objectives simultaneously and that the solution to 
be selected from this set is determined by the decision maker, who’s decision process 
can be analytically supported by looking at trade-offs within the optimal set (Deb 2003; 
Branke et al. 2008). 

In order to determine the set of optimal solutions, to both single- and multiple objective 
problems, a variety of optimization procedures exist. The main approaches to be distin-
guished are deterministic- and stochastic-based methods. While deterministic-based 
methods, like sequential quadratic programming or the αbb-method, use gradient-based 
information and follow mathematical principles to determine optimal solutions, stochastic-
based methods, like evolutionary algorithms or simulated annealing, are random based, 
usually don’t use gradient-based information and follow some natural or physical principle 
to determine their solutions. Which type of method and algorithm to use, however, highly 
depends on the type of problem, the computational power at hand as well as the individ-
ual preferences regarding accuracy and speed (Shukla & Deb 2007). 
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Regarding its application, we can say that multi-criteria optimization is a concept increas-
ingly adopted by other areas of research, specifically because real-world problems usual-
ly involve multiple objectives (Wallenius et al. 2008; Zitzler et al. 2004). In engineering 
science methods of multi-criteria optimization are used to improve aerodynamic designs 
(Olhofer & Sendhoff 2001), while medical science uses multi-criteria optimization tools to 
enhance molecular docking processes (Mackerell 2004) and design radiology treatment 
therapies (Shao & Ehrgott 2008). In management science current applications of multi-
criteria optimization are to be found in the area of advanced production planning and 
scheduling (Dickersbach 2008) as well as land use planning (Janssen et al. 2008). More-
over, the observation that professional management journals increasingly recognize the 
importance of multi-criteria decision-making for their area of research further justifies the 
approach of our study (Wallenius et al. 2008). 
 

Machine Learning: A way to perform complex multivariate analysis 

Machine learning is an area of research dedicated to the formal study of learning sys-
tems. It is a highly interdisciplinary field that combines ideas from statistics, computer 
science and optimization to build algorithms able to learn from data (Wang et al. 2009; 
Rocha et al. 2010). It is an area of research experiencing increasing attention, as modern 
technologies allow us to create, store and provide enormous amounts of data, commonly 
referred to as big data. Having access to such vast amounts of data, a major problem 
becomes how to extract relevant information and knowledge from it. Methods of machine 
learning are one way to accomplish this. Learning specifically describes the process of 
transforming outside information into knowledge. Machine learning is the automatization 
of this process through methods of computational science. It is a field of study that devel-
ops computational approaches able to recognize complex patterns in observed data and 
to build coherent models allowing to make predictions on unobserved examples (Wang et 
al. 2009). Its main task, learning, can be expressed with a help of a target function 𝑓(𝑥), 
where 𝑥 is the vector describing the input object under observation and 𝑓(𝑥) is the objec-
tive value or label describing the phenomenon to be learned (Rocha et al. 2010). The 
task of a machine learning procedure is to approximate 𝑓(𝑥) by building a model, or 
learner, on a set of training examples, which subsequently can be used to make predic-
tions on outcomes of yet unobserved input objects. Depending on the target function 
𝑓 𝑥 , learning problems can be categorized into classification and regression problems. 
Depending on the type of data available to determine 𝑓(𝑥), learning procedures can be 
distinguished into supervised and unsupervised learning (Zhang & Tsai 2002). Learning 
is considered to be supervised when labeled training data is used to determine the ap-
proximation of 𝑓 𝑥 , while unsupervised learning approaches approximate this function 
without the use of label information (Rocha et al. 2010). Examples for unsupervised learn-
ing methods are k-means clustering, neural networks and ensembles. Supervised meth-
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ods include linear discriminant analysis, support vector machines, neural networks, and 
ensemble methods. 
 

Ensemble methods – Strong by combining weak learners 

Ensemble methods are machine learning techniques that can be used for both super-
vised and unsupervised learning. Ensembles are further able to perform classification and 
regression problems (Kulkarni & Sinha 2012). Compared to other machine learning tech-
niques, the strength of the ensemble approach is its flexibility. Ensembles can solve clas-
sification and regression problems of single-task, multi-task or multi-target learning 
(Brown & Wyatt 2005). 

The main idea of an ensemble is to combine various weak learners to construct one 
strong learner. Therefore an ensemble uses simple learning algorithms to create a set of 
individually trained learners and obtains its decision by combining their decisions through 
a voting scheme (Dietterich 1999). Research shows that the result is often times better 
than the individuals composing it, achieving higher levels of accuracy (Kulkarni & Sinha 
2012; Kotsiantis 2010). The key principle driving ensemble success is diversity (Brown & 
Wyatt 2005). To achieve higher levels of accuracy base learners have to be diverse and 
exhibit different patterns of generalization. This is a prerequisite for ensemble success, as 
combining a million identical learners obviously would not bring any improvement. While 
being a prerequisite, the claim for diversity is also a conflict to the individual error rate of 
each learner (Webb & Zheng 2004). The key for building successful ensembles therefore 
is to master this trade-off and increase learner diversity while maintaining acceptable lev-
els of individual error. 

Types of ensembles can be distinguished by their voting scheme, the type of base learn-
er they use and the data subsets they select to train base learners. As research considers 
the data selection to be the main contributor to ensemble diversity, we will briefly intro-
duce the three methods proven to be most successful: Bagging, boosting and random 
subspace selection (Banfield et al. 2007; Bernard et al. 2007). The idea of bagging is to 
train each base learner on a bootstrap replicate (sample with replacement) of the training 
data set (Kulkarni & Sinha 2012). Boosting algorithms build learners in series adaptively 
changing the distribution of the training set, based on the accuracy of the previously cre-
ated classifiers, paying more attention to misclassified instances (Kotsiantis 2010). While 
bagging and boosting algorithms produce diversity by aiming at the distribution of the 
data set, random subspace algorithms aim to produce diversity by only using a subset of 
the training data’s features for learner construction and randomizing its selection (Bernard 
et al. 2007). Research on methods of data selection has shown that boosting is more 
effective at reducing bias than bagging, while bagging is more effective at reducing vari-
ance (Kulkarni & Sinha 2012; Webb & Zheng 2004). Regarding noise, an important factor 
for real world scenarios, research shows it has a negative impact on boosting’s accuracy, 
while it increases the diversity achieved through bagging (Dietterich 1999). While random 
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subspaces is an approach that can easily be combined with both, bagging or boosting, 
depending on its implementation, it might not be suitable for data sets that have only a 
small amount of features to begin with (Dietterich 1999). 

Having introduced the main idea of the ensemble approach, we now want to point to 
some real world applications. So far ensembles have been applied to a variety of prob-
lems, where descriptive or predictive data mining was at need. In computer science en-
sembles have been successfully trained to perform spam or malware detection (Alam & 
Vuong 2009), in meteorology they are being used for rainfall forecasting (Wu 2009) and 
biomedicine applies ensembles to provide diagnostic and treatment suggestions to pro-
fessionals (Gavrishchaka et al. 2010). 
 

The potential: How these methods may enhance startup performance analysis 

To make a statement on the potential that methods of multi-criteria optimization and ma-
chine learning might bear for the research on startup performance, we first have to review 
the extent to which they already have been applied in this area of research. In order to do 
so, we revised the top ten entrepreneurship journals according to ISI SCI ranking, as 
identified by Sassmannshausen (2012), searching for the terms {machine learning OR 
data mining} as well as  {optimization OR multi-criteria}. Regarding the topic machine 
learning we were able to identify four significant results. All four of them applied methods 
of text-mining to patent-related databases in order to study trends in innovation. We 
found no study that applied machine learning techniques to study aspects of startup per-
formance. Regarding the area of multi-criteria optimization, we identified eight significant 
results. Five of them used methods of optimization to study the decision-making process 
between self-employment and employment or the problem of managing time between 
one’s venture and a wage job. The remaining three studies included applications for de-
termining optimal locations, for building optimal knowledge networks as well as for identi-
fying the optimal strength for patent rights. We found no publication that applied multi-
criteria optimization to study the relation between performance measures or their relation 
to other independent variables. Based on this literature review we conclude that methods 
of machine learning and multi-criteria optimization rarely have been used in entrepre-
neurship research at all and even less for the study of startup performance. This impres-
sion is consistent to Lévesque's (2004) earlier findings that publications in entrepreneur-
ship journals seldom use mathematical approaches for theory development. In the study 
“mathematics, theory and entrepreneurship” Lévesque however demonstrates that math-
ematical modeling would in fact be an effective tool for developing entrepreneurship theo-
ry. Within the areas of mathematics Lévesque especially mentions the potential of optimi-
zation for the study of entrepreneurial decision-making processes and its trade-offs.  

Our literature review on real-world applications of multi-criteria optimization and machine 
learning as well as related applications in entrepreneurship research, combined with the 
findings of Lévesque, give reason to believe that the application of multi-criteria optimiza-
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tion and machine learning may have a significant potential to enhance entrepreneurial 
performance research. 

To present the potential that we identified with respect to the previously mentioned re-
search gaps we will proceed as follows: First, we will argue how multi-criteria optimization 
may help to reduce the research gap regarding the GPR. Then we will present reasoning 
how its criteria of pareto-optimality may help to establish a more clear distinction between 
startup performance and startup success. Finally, we will address how methods of ma-
chine learning may enable us to discover multivariate relations in RBV-frameworks and to 
make predictions on startup performance and success. 

 

Figure 6 – The potential of multi-criteria optimization and machine learning 

The growth-profitability relationship – From consensus to conflict 

As previously elaborated, logical reasoning and empirical evidence indicate that the GPR 
cannot be assumed to be generally positive. There are scenarios in which the objectives 
growth and profitability relate in a conflicting manner. Since startup performance is a mul-
tidimensional phenomenon that includes both growth and profitability, when analyzing it, 
we have to consider the underlying entrepreneurial decision-making process to be a prob-
lem of multi-criteria optimization (Federico & Capelleras 2014; Delmar et al. 2013; 
Mckelvie & Wiklund 2010; Brännback et al. 2009; Davidsson et al. 2009; Steffens et al. 
2009; Markman & Gartner 2002; Reid 1995). 

When analyzing startup performance, methods of multi-criteria optimization could help to 
determine optimal sets in real data. Pareto-optimality is a property that allows to identify 
optimal companies considering multiple performance measures simultaneously, inde-
pendent of whether they relate in a conflicting manner or not. The visualization of this 
pareto-optimal front could further reveal additional insights on the trade-offs among per-
formance measures. 
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In addition to that, multi-criteria optimization provides a framework that allows us to model 
relationships between independent variables and conflicting performance measures ac-
cordingly. The major problem of this modeling, however, is that the objective functions, 
putting variables and performance measures into relation, are unknown. This is the point 
where an integrated approach of multi-criteria optimization and machine learning would 
reveal additional analytic potential. Based on real data, methods of machine learning 
could approximate the objective functions of interest and provide them to the correspond-
ing optimization problem. Provided with such approximations, methods of multi-criteria 
optimization then could determine theoretically optimal solutions to performance-related 
decision problems. 

All in all, multi-criteria optimization could enable startup performance research by allowing 
to consider various performance measures simultaneously, by enabling to obtain infor-
mation about trade-offs among performance measures and by offering to determine theo-
retically optimal solutions regarding performance measures, based on models that in-
clude approximated objective functions. 
  

Preferences – From performance to success 

As we identified earlier, the term startup success has not been used adequately across 
studies on startup performance. Success describes the accomplishment of an aim, while 
performance describes only the accomplishment. The difference between performance 
and success thus lies in the inclusion of an aim. Hence, in order to distinguish whether a 
startup is successful or not we require information about its preferences with respect to 
performance measures. Preference information however is nontrivial and difficult to ob-
tain, as performance is multidimensional, offering a variety of different aims. Even if the 
specific information was available at some point in time, there still is the difficulty of differ-
ent companies having different goals and that these may change over time (Federico & 
Capelleras 2014; Visintin & Pittino 2014; Delmar et al. 2013; Ganotakis 2012; 
Rosenbusch et al. 2011; Mckelvie & Wiklund 2010; Davidsson et al. 2009; Delmar 2008; 
Wiklund et al. 2003; Chandler & Hanks 1993; Stuart & Abetti 1987). 

When analyzing startup performance, pareto-optimality is a property that could define 
startup success without requiring complex preference information. For each objective one 
would only need to know or assume whether all agents generally desire to maximize or 
minimize this objective. Regarding performance measures this information should not be 
difficult to obtain, as it seems fairly intuitive that most entrepreneurs will desire to maxim-
ize their profitability rather than to minimize it or try to maximize their likelihood of survival 
rather than to minimize it. Given this type of general preferential information, pareto-
optimality is a criterion to define success when comparing sets of startup companies: 
Provided with a free choice, no rational agent would pick a company outside the pareto-
optimal set, as for each of them there is at least one other startup in the set dominating it, 
hence offering more preferable performance measures. Thus no agent would consider 
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the companies outside the pareto-set to be the successful ones but the ones inside the 
set. 

All in all, given general preferential information about performance measures, pareto-
optimality could serve as a definition for success when comparing startup performance. 
 

Multivariate studies – From simple to complex relations 

Current literature reveals that startup performance is a complex phenomenon influenced 
by factors on industry and company level. In order to determine more consistent effects 
among independent variables and performance measures, scholars suggest the imple-
mentation of extensive RBV models. Such frameworks would allow to investigate more 
complex relations between variables and performance measures, expected to offer a 
higher predictive power (Federico & Capelleras 2014; Li & Liu 2014; Lin & Wu 2014; 
Delmar et al. 2013; Davidsson et al. 2009; Delmar et al. 2003; Thornhill & Amit 2003; 
Dess et al. 1997) 

Being able to discover linear and non-linear relationships between many variables, meth-
ods of machine learning have the potential to uncover complex, multivariate relations in 
RBV-based frameworks. As some algorithms can handle both classification and regres-
sion problems for even multiple tasks, these could potentially detect relationships regard-
ing multiple qualitative or quantitative performance measures (Brown & Wyatt 2005; 
Breiman 2001). Especially random forests are able to handle both, qualitative and quanti-
tative input variables simultaneously and thus seem to be well suited to process the data 
that describes a business and its environment. In addition to that, most machine learning 
techniques are able to analyze large amounts of input variables at a time, enabling them 
to coop with extensive RBV models. 

All in all, within RBV-frameworks methods of machine learning, when given a set of data, 
could be able to detect complex, multivariate rules considering multiple performance 
measures. Moreover, they could build models that approximate the objective functions of 
respective performance criteria, enabling research to make predictions on the perfor-
mance of unobserved startups. 
 

Conclusion – How different stakeholders may benefit 

Having analyzed the potential of multi-criteria optimization and machine learning to mini-
mize research gaps in startup performance analysis, we now want to point out how this 
would benefit researchers, entrepreneurs and investors. 

For researchers, when comparing startups, the application of pareto-optimality would al-
low them to determine optimal sets of companies considering various conflicting objec-
tives simultaneously, while offering a clear definition for success. Such optimal sets would 
further allow researchers to study trade-offs and relationships among performance 
measures by simply analyzing the shape of the pareto-optimal front. Besides this, multi-
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criteria optimization could provide them with a framework for building mathematical mod-
els that can consider conflicting objectives and link independent variables to performance 
measures. Based on these models, machine learning techniques could help researchers 
to identify multivariate relations in real data and provide them with approximations for 
objective functions, allowing them to make predictions on startup performance. By inte-
grating these approximations into optimization problems researchers could further deter-
mine theoretically optimal configurations for startup companies and derive insights on the 
relations between independent variables and performance measures. 

For entrepreneurs, determining optimal sets in real data via the criterion of pareto-
optimality would allow them to perform coherent benchmark analysis and thus offer them 
a better understanding of their positioning with respect to other startups. The analysis of 
pareto-optimal fronts could further increase the entrepreneurs understanding of the trade-
offs among performance measures. In addition to that, depending on the quality of the 
approximated objective functions, multi-criteria optimization could also allow to formulate 
and solve performance related decision-making problems, which might ultimately help to 
improve real life entrepreneurial decisions. 

For investors, the application of multi-criteria optimization and machine learning methods 
could allow them to identify sets of successful startups within large data, considering mul-
tiple performance measures simultaneously. In addition to that, the models obtained 
through machine learning could enable investors to evaluate startups based on predicted 
future performance, potentially increasing their control of investment risks. 
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3 Proposed approach 
In the theoretical framework of this study we identified three gaps in startup performance 
analysis. First, the GPR does not seem to be generally positive as often assumed. Se-
cond, scholars used the terms performance and success synonymously, implying all en-
trepreneurs have equal preferences towards performance measures. Third, previous 
studies only studied few variables at a time looking for simple relations, while complex 
rules in multivariate studies are expected to have higher predictive power. 

Our proposed approach aims to work on these issues. First, we want to demonstrate how 
the concept of pareto-optimality allows us, while comparing startups, to determine optimal 
sets of companies considering growth and profitability jointly but separate, adopting a 
view that explicitly incorporates their intricate relationship. Based on this we also want to 
show how pareto-fronts can visualize this intricate relationship. Second, we want to sug-
gest the use of pareto-optimality as a definition for separating successful from unsuccess-
ful companies when comparing startups based on various performance measures. Third, 
we want to conduct a proof of concept on whether or not the machine learning technique 
random forest is able to recognize complex rules in multivariate, RBV-based studies and 
whether or not it can predict future startup performance as well as pareto-optimality or 
success. In order to do so, our approach develops as follows. First, we use the current 
state of knowledge to build a multivariate, RBV-based model that allows us to analyze 
startup performance in an appropriate manner. Then we present the respective algo-
rithms that we want to apply, before we transition to the analytical part of this thesis. 

 

Figure 7 – Structure of the proposed approach 

3.1 Model building and problem formulation 
Building an appropriate model to analyze startup performance is a key task for fulfilling 
our research goal. To do so we proceed as follows: First we clarify the objectives for our 
model, then we introduce the methodology that we apply to develop this model and then 
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we give a detailed explanation on our final result, mentioning its restrictions and limita-
tions. 

Our objective was to build an RBV-based model, found on the current state of knowledge, 
that observes a variety of factors relevant for explaining startup performance. Further-
more the model should allow us to analyze interfirm-heterogeneity within particular envi-
ronments looking at the objectives growth and profitability simultaneously but separate. In 
addition to that, the model should be compatible to a standardized questionnaire, devel-
oped by our institute, to ensure its applicability to real data. Furthermore our aim was to 
build a model that we could formulate in mathematical terms so that it may be used as a 
framework for analyzing optimization problems regarding startup performance. 

 

 

Figure 8 – How we derived the analytical model and its mathematical formulation 

To develop our model we advanced in three steps. First, we performed a literature review 
to identify the factors one ideally would have to observe in order to describe a startup and 
its environment, when examining its performance. For that purpose we analyzed the top 
ten entrepreneurship journals, according to ISI SCI ranking, searching for the terms {per-
formance OR success OR growth OR factors OR resource-based view}. Second, we 
matched the resulting set of factors with the items contained in our standardized ques-
tionnaire to obtain a subset of factors, for which we are able to gather real world data. 
Third, we used standard notation to formulate the resulting model in mathematical terms.   

While Figure 9 and Figure 10 provide an overview on our model, appendix A2 displays it 
in all detail. 

	   Success	  factors	  –	  Independent	  variables	  

Factor	  
Human	  
capital	  

Technological	  
capabilities	  

Financial	  
resources	  

Strategy	   Networks	  
Comp.	  
environ-‐
ment	  

Control	  
variables	  

Variables	   𝑥!,… , 𝑥!	   𝑥!, 𝑥!", 𝑥!!	   𝑥!", 𝑥!"	   𝑥!"	   𝑥!"	   𝑥!", 𝑥!"	   𝑥!", 𝑥!", 𝑥!"	  

Figure 9 – The analytical model: Success factors 

1. Entrepreneurship 
theory 

3. Mathematical 
problem formulation 

2. Standardized 
questionnaire Analytical model   
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	   Performance	  measures	  –	  Dependent	  variables	  

Factor	   Profitability	   Growth	   Survival	  

Variables	   𝑦!	   𝑦!	   𝑦!	  

Figure 10 - The analytical model: Performance measures 

As you can see our model covers seven different types of independent variables, or suc-
cess factors, including human capital, the startups degree of innovation, its financial re-
sources, its networks, its competitive strategy as well as its market conditions alongside 
the control variables size, age and industry. With the help of our questionnaire we are 
able to measure these factors through a total of 20 variables (see appendix A2). To pro-
vide a better understanding of our model we will proceed to introduce each of its factors, 
justify its use and explain how we are able to measure it through our questionnaire items. 
To complete our comprehension of the model we also provide its mathematical formula-
tion and finally look into its restrictions and limitations. 
 

Independent variables: Describing a startup and its environment  

RBV and DC theory imply that differences in firm performance within industry can be ex-
plained by observing a company’s resource-capability configurations. Our model is build 
on this theory. Its independent variables aim to capture the resources and capabilities of 
a startup, while also observing characteristics of its environment, in order to explain its 
performance. To better understand the variables it includes we will introduce each one of 
them, describing its influence by pointing to empirical evidence and explaining how we 
measure it using our questionnaire items. 
 

Human Capital – Founder’s characteristics are relevant for startup performance  

Many entrepreneurship scholars suggest that the human capital of a founding team is a 
critical factor for determining startup performance (Visintin & Pittino 2014; Gimmon & 
Levie 2010). This view is consistent to the RBV, which classifies human capital as a valu-
able resource and possible origin for competitive advantage (Ganotakis 2012). Thus, hu-
man capital has become one of the most common factors used to predict startup perfor-
mance (Mckelvie & Wiklund 2010). However it is important to understand that the term 
human capital itself refers to a broad range of personal aspects attributed to an entrepre-
neur or a founding team. These aspects are most commonly grouped into educational 
characteristics and working experience, with working experience being specified in terms 
of technical skills, managerial skills and industry experience (Coad et al. 2014; Ganotakis 
2012; Edelman et al. 2005). Higher levels of education are believed to increase a per-
son’s communication skills and learning abilities, helping them to better recognize and 
exploit opportunities in their environment (Stucki 2013; Ganotakis 2012). Technical and 
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managerial skills are supposed to increase the ability to establish routines and handle 
employees, allowing people to build better business processes and achieve superior lev-
els of performance (Coad et al. 2014; Edelman et al. 2005). Industry experience is seen 
as an indicator for existing relationships to suppliers and customers, thus being a signal 
for better market knowledge and a positive influence on performance (Ganotakis 2012). 
All in all founding teams with greater human capital are expected to have better judgment 
in their business environment (Cassar 2014). Since the founding teams judgment has a 
direct effect on the startups behavior, human capital is believed to have a significant in-
fluence on its performance (Visintin & Pittino 2014). As human capital consists of a wide 
variety of skills, scholars further suggest that it is more likely to encounter high levels hu-
man capital within a group of people than in a single person. Hence, they expect firms 
founded by a group of people to enjoy advantages over firms founded and lead by a sin-
gle person (Ganotakis 2012). Besides these positive aspects scholars also suspect there 
is a negative side to human capital. Cognitive theory indicates that very high levels of 
education and experience may diminish performance as agents might perceive their 
knowledge to be sufficient to succeed, ignoring relevant outside information (Ganotakis 
2012). Moreover, previous experiences might be misleading as knowledge transfer is 
restricted as each business is somewhat unique (Cassar 2014).  

Empirical evidence supports the hypothesis of human capital having an influence on 
startup performance. In his study Lee et al. (2001) found a significant association be-
tween technical experience and performance. While Choi (2004) was able to observe that 
entrepreneurs with managerial abilities are more likely to identify opportunities and suc-
cessfully introduce products to markets, Cassar (2014) showed that entrepreneurs pos-
sess an advantage evaluating business opportunities in industries where they have voca-
tional experience. In addition to that, Colombo and Grilli (2010) were able to identify that 
entrepreneurial teams, compared to single founders, are more likely to possess the capa-
bilities required to achieve a fit between technology and strategy. Following this path of 
study Visintin and Pittino (2014) showed that a balanced demographic structure is a rele-
vant aspect for building well-performing entrepreneurial teams. Besides this evidence 
Ganotakis (2012) was able to show the negative side of human capital by identifying a 
significant U-shaped relationship between general experience of founders and new tech-
nology based ventures. 

To measure the human capital factor in our model it embraces eight different variables. 
Four of those determine the number of members in the founding team, how many of them 
are holding a university degree and how many of those degrees were in the field of STEM 
or social science. The remaining four variables measure the teams working experience, 
managerial experience, startup experience and experience in research and development 
using a five-level Likert items. 
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Financial resources – Their availability is a prerequisite for startup performance 

The financial resources of a startup are a factor that is often considered when analyzing 
startup performance (Mckelvie & Wiklund 2010). RBV however does not consider finan-
cial resources to be valuable, rare, inimitable or non-substitutable, implying they have a 
lesser influence on firm performance (Lin & Wu 2014). As contrary as it may seem entre-
preneurship scholars are not opposed to this view. Their rational for observing financial 
resources is not that they expect financial resources to enhance performance but that its 
presence is a prerequisite for positive levels of performance (Stucki 2013). Many startups 
run short of financial resources during early years because they generate only limited 
cash flows and amount of seed capital is often limited (Lee et al. 2001). Therefore many 
startups require external capital sources like bank financing or venture capital in order to 
survive. Unfortunately their access to this capital is limited and even if they attain access 
they have to pay significant premiums to obtain it, as they have no business history and 
thus are considered to be extremely risky investments (Stucki 2013; Lee et al. 2001). For 
entrepreneurship scholars observing equity investments seems a relevant factor for ex-
plaining startup performance as it does not only provide financial aid, but also may im-
pose an external institution of control or induce management know-how or even engen-
der legitimacy to other stakeholders (Davila et al. 2003; Lee et al. 2001). 

Empirical evidence supports the hypothesis of financial resources being relevant for ex-
plaining startup performance. Using data on Swiss startups Stucki (2013) found that fi-
nancial constraints have a persistently negative effect on firm survival. In a previous study 
Hvide and Møen (2010) found financial constraints to have a negative effect on new firm 
success. The findings of Davila et al. (2003) underline this, suggesting that startups may 
delay their growth due to lack of financial resources. Furthermore he concludes that ven-
ture capital funding is a relevant factor when trying to explain differences across startup 
companies.  

To measure startups financial resources our model includes two variables. The first one 
assesses the total amount of equity capital raised by a startup since its foundation. The 
second variable is a binary indicator displaying whether a startup has received any in-
vestment from a venture capitalist or not.  
 

Networks – A resource that influences performance 

Networks are an aspect often considered to be a key element of entrepreneurship and a 
factor often examined with respect to startup performance (Hoskisson et al. 2011). This 
habit is supported by the RBV as it considers networks to be valuable, rare, inimitable 
and non-substitutable resources. The reasoning behind this is that the creation and 
maintenance of networks is seen as a mechanism for accessing new knowledge, which 
can potentially lead to competitive advantage (Lin & Wu 2014; Gronum et al. 2012; 
Eisenhardt & Martin 2000). As most organizations, startups often cover only a small part 
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of the value chain and therefore critically depend on the interaction with other companies. 
Thus an extended and well-functioning business network can help them to lower transac-
tion costs, obtain strategic assets or facilitate organizational innovation (Huang et al. 
2012; Lee et al. 2001). A business network thereby consists of two types of links: Coop-
erative, bilateral relationships and supporting unilateral relationships. Cooperative bilat-
eral relationships typically exist between startups and a venture capitalists or other enter-
prises or a universities, while supporting, unilateral relations are mostly formed between 
startups and governmental agencies (Lee et al. 2001). 

Empirical evidence supports the hypothesis of networks having a significant influence on 
startup performance. In a study on dynamic capabilities Døving et al. (2008) suggest that 
networks provide SMEs with access to resources, complementary skills, capabilities, and 
knowledge that are internally not available. A related study of McFadyen et al. (2009) also 
comes to the conclusion that networks benefit a firm’s knowledge creation. In addition to 
that, Hansen (1995) found a positive association between entrepreneurial networks and 
organizational growth. Coherent to that Lee et al. (2001) found that networks have a posi-
tive influence on organizational performance in terms of sales growth. However Gronum 
et al. (2012) suggest that the connection between networks and firm performance might 
be more complex and is being mediated by innovation. 

To measure a startups network our model includes one variable. It is a binary variable 
assessing whether a startup has a university cooperation or not. Besides this, one might 
argue that the variable determining the presence of venture capital mentioned earlier also 
conveys a type of network information. 
 

Innovation – A dynamic capability that creates competitive advantage 

Innovation is a relevant factor when observing startup performance because it is a phe-
nomenon closely connected to the very essence of entrepreneurship. Some scholars 
even argue that its innovation, which distinguishes entrepreneurship research from other 
fields of studies like business administration. In fact within the entrepreneurial community 
the assumption that entrepreneurs have to be innovative in order to be successful and 
compete against bigger rivals is widely spread (Rosenbusch et al. 2011). The assumption 
is rooted on Schumpeters (1934) reasoning that innovation reflects an opportunity for 
entrepreneurs to establish temporary monopolies, thus allowing them to obtain profits. 
This argument is consistent to the RBV, which considers innovation to be a dynamic ca-
pability that can lead to competitive advantage and performance (Eisenhardt & Martin 
2000; Teece et al. 1997). From a company’s perspective innovation can be perceived as 
either an output or a process. Innovation as an output is of course the result of the inno-
vation process implemented by a firm. Innovation as an output can appear in the form of 
new patents, new technological findings or production skills, thereby representing valua-
ble and inimitable resources. Innovation as a process however describes the way in 
which people interact within an organization in order to form their innovative ideas into 
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outcomes, hence representing a form of dynamic capabilities (Gronum et al. 2012; Lee et 
al. 2001). While having many positive effects, we also have to mention that innovation is 
largely assumed to require substantial amounts of resources. Looking from that angle, 
innovation may also imply increased uncertainty or even existential risks to startups that 
are typically resource-scarce (Rosenbusch et al. 2011). 

Empirical evidence supports the hypothesis that innovation has a significant influence on 
startup performance. Studying manufacturing and service firms in Australia, Prajogo 
(2006) found a positive relationship between innovation and business performance, in 
terms of sales growth, profitability and market share. Analyzing US business service firms 
Mansury and Love (2008) also found that innovation has a positive effect on both sales 
and employment growth. However the relationship does not seem to be that simple. In a 
meta-analysis on 42 empirical studies Rosenbusch et al. (2011) found that while innova-
tion has a positive effect on performance the innovation–performance relationship seems 
to be context dependent. Factors like firm age, industry, and type of innovation seem to 
affect the impact of innovation on firm performance. Investigating the context specificness 
of the innovation-performance relationship Thornhill (2006) supports this hypothesis by 
revealing that knowledge, industry dynamism and innovation interact in the way they in-
fluence sales growth 

To measure a startups innovation our model includes three different variables. The first 
one determines the total number of own new patents a startup uses or has used. The 
second assesses this number with respect to purchased patents and the third variable is 
concerned with the total number of license a startup uses or has used. 
 

Strategy – Achieving a fit between resources and environment is critical 

The strategy of a firm is a factor often concerned when trying to explain startup perfor-
mance (Mckelvie & Wiklund 2010). The strategy reflects the dynamic capabilities of a 
company, indicating its ability to manage its resources in order to meet the requirements 
of its environment. The strategy is considered to be an important mediator for connecting 
company resources and success. While resources enable a firm to implement strategies 
that lead to performance, it finally is the strategy that defines in which way a company 
utilizes these resources to relate to its environment. For that matter the quality of a firm’s 
strategy can never be judged independently of its base of resources. Previous studies 
indicate that a company strategy provides a generative mechanism, which transforms 
resources into performance. This mechanism is very important for startups, as they typi-
cally can’t keep bigger companies from entering their market. For them it is less likely to 
achieve a competitive advantage based on resources alone, but rather on a proper com-
bination of these resources and their strategy (Edelman et al. 2005).  

Empirical evidence supports the opinion that a startups strategy has a significant influ-
ence on its performance. In their study on 192 small firms Edelman et al. (2005) conclude 
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that neither resources nor strategies alone explain performance but the internal co-
alignment of both factor does. Specifically the co-alignment of human capital and strategy 
had a significant effect on performance. In an earlier study on 123 new ventures 
McDougall et al. (1994) found a direct relationship between strategy and firm perfor-
mance that depends on the industry a firm operates in. Furthermore, the study of Delmar 
et al. (2013) suggests that the relationship between the performance measure growth and 
survival is also mediated by a firms strategic orientation. 

To measure the factor strategy our model includes one variable. This variable assesses 
whether a startups strategy is best described as either price, quality or innovation leader-
ship. 
 

Competitive environment – Pressure relates to performance 

The competitive environment is a relevant factor when analyzing startup performance, as 
there is substantial agreement that businesses are inseparable from their environment 
(Dodge 1994). Changes in the environment cause issues that require management deci-
sions and thus possibly affect an organizations ability to survive and grow. A company’s 
environment can be described through its dynamism, hostility and competitive rivalry. 
While dynamism refers to the continuity of change in an environment, hostility indicates 
the extent to which an environment is seen as unfavorable to a company’s goals and 
mission. Competitive rivalry however describes the number of competitors on the market 
and the nature of their competitive dynamics. Competitive rivalry can cause both dyna-
mism and hostility, however, its effect on a company’s behavior may vary (Zahra 1993). 
Some scholars assume that intense competition drives the emergence of new ideas and 
leads to innovation. When rivalry is tough, companies may feel an increased need to in-
novate their products and processes in order to differentiate them again from competition 
(Plummer & Acs 2014). On the other hand rising competition may also increase environ-
mental hostility forcing companies to conserve their resources, which omits to exploit new 
opportunities (Plummer & Acs 2014; Zahra 1993). With respect to performance, competi-
tion may have harmful effects on startup survival, in particular when a large number of 
relatively small competitors create high levels of rivalry (Pe’er & Keil 2013). This assump-
tion can be underlined by the fact that small companies generally lack sufficient resources 
to buffer environmental impacts (Lee et al. 2001). Likewise, when facing intense competi-
tion, startups may find it more difficult to build close relationships with purchasers and 
customers or may have to increase salaries as employees find it easier to change jobs 
frequently (Pe’er & Keil 2013). 

Empirical evidence supports the hypothesis that the competitive environment has a signif-
icant influence on startup performance. Using data from 102 companies Zahra (1993) 
examined the association between a firm’s external environment, corporate entrepre-
neurship and financial performance and found that environmental characteristics have a 
significant influence on entrepreneurial activities. The work further revealed the im-
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portance for entrepreneurs to fit their actions to environmental settings in order to be fi-
nancially successful. In a subsequent study Zahra and Covin (1995) were able to show 
that hostility has a moderating effect on the corporate entrepreneurship-performance rela-
tionship. Based on 645 small businesses Dodge (1994) empirically revealed that competi-
tion is the dominant dimension producing change in the relative importance of business 
problems. Moreover, focusing on the issue of localized competition, Plummer and Acs 
(2014) found competition to negatively moderate the relationship between new 
knowledge and entrepreneurial activity. 

To measure the competitive environment our model includes two variables. The first one 
indicates the current number of competitors in a startups environment and the second 
one assesses the development of this number over time, indicating whether competition 
is increasing, decreasing or remaining without change. 
 

Control variables – Ensuring reasonable performance analytics  

Within any area of research the use of control variables is necessary to ensure the com-
parability of results among studies. This scientific guideline however has not been con-
sistently addressed by previous studies on startup performance. Some scholars even 
identify this flaw to be the main cause for the conflicting results on startup performance 
that have been observed in the past (Delmar et al. 2003). Revising previous studies and 
the RBV we identify the factors age, industry and size to be the most commonly used 
control variables in startup performance analysis (Delmar et al. 2013; Gronum et al. 2012; 
Mckelvie & Wiklund 2010; Edelman et al. 2005). Firm size and age have shown to affect 
both firm growth and survival. The reasoning behind this is that older companies and 
companies of bigger size potentially have stronger market positions, better access to re-
sources and more developed management routines than their smaller or younger coun-
terparts (Delmar et al. 2013). With respect to industry context studies indicate that growth 
processes are not symmetrical across industries. Apparently each industry has its own 
competitive environment and logic, thus offering different levels of benignity for new firm 
growth and profitability (Thornhill & Amit 2003). 

To account for these control variables our model includes three different items. The first 
one determines a startups age in years, the second one assesses the industry a startup 
belongs to and the third one determines its size based on eight broad categories of an-
nual turnover within the last fiscal year. 
 

Dependent variables: Measuring startup performance 

As already explained in the theoretical framework of this study there are three different 
measures to assess startup performance: Growth, profitability and survival. Previous 
studies have shown that each of these measures only represents one dimension of the 
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overall performance.  Hence, all three measures have to be considered in order to obtain 
a holistic view on a startups performance. 

Coherently our model includes three measures to assess startup performance. The first 
one determines the return-on-assets within the last fiscal year, the second one measures 
percentage growth in number of employees within the last fiscal year and the third one 
assesses whether the company is still existent or not. 
 

Mathematical formulation: A formal specification of our model 

After explaining our model in detail we want to complete its presentation by using it as a 
framework to deliver a formulation for the entrepreneurial decision problem regarding 
performance. 

 Definition 4 (The entrepreneurial decision problem regarding performance) 

𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑧𝑒  {–𝐺(𝑥),−𝑃(𝑥),−𝑆(𝑥)} 

𝑆𝑢𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡  𝑡𝑜: 

1       𝑥 =    𝑥!, 𝑥!,… , 𝑥!"  

2       𝑥! ≤ 𝑥! 

3       𝑥! ≤ 𝑥! 

4       𝑥! ≤ 𝑥! 

5       𝑥!" ∈ 1,2,… ,17  

6       𝑥!", 𝑥!" ∈ 0,1  

7       𝑥!", 𝑥!" ∈ 0,1,2  

8       𝑥!, 𝑥!, 𝑥!, 𝑥! ∈ 0,1,2,3,4  

9       𝑥!, 𝑥!, 𝑥!, 𝑥!, 𝑥!", 𝑥!!, 𝑥!", 𝑥!", 𝑥!", 𝑥!" ∈ ℕ 

Definition 4 describes the multi-criteria optimization problem that entrepreneurs face re-
garding the objectives growth 𝐺(𝑥), profitability 𝑃 𝑥  and survival 𝑆(𝑥). Each of these 
functions defines a relationship between a startup 𝑥 and its respective performance 
measure. As constraint number (1) indicates 𝑥 is a vector that consists of the 20 variables 
that our models uses to describe startups and their environment, implementing RBV and 
DC. In addition to that, constraints number (5) to (9) then define domains for each of the-
se variables, which originate from its measuring item in the underlying questionnaire. The 
remaining constraints number (2), (3) and (4) represent logical conditions to our input 
data. Constraint number (2) states that the number of employees with a university degree 
in a company cannot be higher than its total number of employees. Following the same 
idea constraints number (3) and (4) ensure that the number of employees holding a spe-
cific type of degree cannot be higher than the total number degree holders. If an input 
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object fulfills constraints (1) to (9) it’s considered to be a valid description of a startup. The 
resulting decision problem for the entrepreneur is how to configure his startup 𝑥 in order 
to achieve optimal levels of performance, when trying to maximize profitability, growth 
and survival. Unfortunately the objective functions to this problem are not determined. 
However, by evaluating many combinations of startups 𝑥 and their performance 
𝐺 𝑥 ,𝑃 𝑥 , 𝑆(𝑥), methods of machine learning may be able to approximate these func-
tions. 
 

Boundaries: Restrictions and limitations to our model 

Now that we have presented our model we also have to mention its restrictions and limi-
tations. First of all, our model is based on a combination of RBV and DC theory. As any 
theory can only considered to be valid until falsified, the validity of our model is limited to 
the validity of its underlying theories. Even if we assume these theories to be valid we can 
identify two additional issues that limit the legitimacy of our model: The number of factors 
considered within the model and the items per factor to determine its specification. Even 
though, according to current studies, our model covers the five most relevant factors for 
describing a startup, looking from a theoretical point of view, it could include more than 
just these five. In a study on success criteria of high-tech new ventures for example 
Kakati (2003) suggests to include product characteristics as an additional factor to de-
scribe startups in an RBV. Chorev and Anderson (2006) on the other hand propose to 
include organizational aspects as well as the overall economic situation when investigat-
ing upon startup performance. As we can conclude from this, our model is limited by the 
amount of factors it considers. Furthermore the number of items it uses to determine the 
specification of each factor poses another limitation to our model. One could easily define 
additional items and possibly obtain a more precise measurement of the factors con-
cerned. However defining an applicable model is a trade-off between its specificity and 
the availability of compatible real world data. As its not a prerequisite for our study to build 
a perfect theoretical model but to design a model that is applicable to available real world 
data, we preferred building a simpler model for which we can ensure data availability, 
than building a complex model and gradually adjusting it in the hope of making it applica-
ble. 

With respect to our study, our main goal is to deliver a proof of concept whether selected 
methods of computational science have the potential to improve startup performance 
analysis. Furthermore we want to carry out this proof of concept in a framework that ena-
bles a direct application of its methods to real world data. Regarding this purpose we 
consider our model to be well-suited as it was developed on a broad theoretical founda-
tion, includes the most important factors for analyzing startup performance as identified 
by recent studies and is connected to a real data collection initiative that ensures its ap-
plicability.  
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3.2 Selected Algorithms 
Combining RBV and DC into the theoretical backbone of our study we have successively 
developed a model that allows us to analyze startup performance within particular envi-
ronments. Having obtained this model we now may use it in order to analyze how meth-
ods of multi-criteria optimization and machine learning may enhance startup performance 
analysis. Before we can proceed to the proof of concept, however, we first have to intro-
duce the algorithms of multi-criteria optimization and machine learning that we plan to 
apply. We intend to apply two different algorithms. First, we want to use a non-dominated 
sorting algorithm to analyze the benefit, which the concept of pareto-optimality may pro-
vide to the analysis of startup performance. In a second step we intend to apply a random 
forest algorithm in order to study whether this method of machine learning is able to de-
tect multivariate rules within our framework and make quality predictions on startup per-
formance. After introducing each of these algorithms we will proceed to perform the ana-
lytical part of this study. 
 

Non-dominated sorting: An algorithm to determine pareto-optimality 

As we mentioned earlier, multi-objective optimization problems usually don’t have a single 
optimal solution, but a set of various optimal solutions. We further explained how the cri-
teria of pareto-optimality allows us to identify this set, which reveals information about the 
trade-offs between objectives, helping decision makers to select a solution (Deb 2011; 
Branke et al. 2008). Referring to recent publications we further indicated that there is sig-
nificant evidence suggesting growth and profitability interact in a conflicting way over 
time. Therefore the GPR cannot be analyzed in a way that assumes both measures to be 
generally positively correlated. As a consequence we have to look at the GPR and the 
underlying entrepreneurial decision process as a problem of multi-criteria optimization. To 
account for this situation we want to analyze how algorithms, that determine pareto-
optimal sets, can enhance the analysis of startup performance. For that purpose we first 
want to describe what a non-dominated sorting algorithm does and then introduce the 
algorithm that we applied in our work.   

Formally the task of a non-dominated sorting algorithm can be described as follows. Giv-
en an optimization problem 𝑄 and provided with a set of solutions 𝑃 of size 𝑁 and an ob-
jective space of 𝑀 dimensions the algorithm has to determine a subset of solutions 𝑃′ for 
which the following definition holds: 

∀    𝑝! ∈ 𝑃!:    ∄    𝑝 ∈ 𝑃  𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ  𝑓! 𝑝 ≤ 𝑓! 𝑝!  
𝑓𝑜𝑟  𝑎𝑙𝑙  𝑖 = 1,… ,𝑀  𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ  𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑡  𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦  𝑓𝑜𝑟  𝑎𝑡  𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑡  𝑜𝑛𝑒  𝑖   

The specific algorithm that we apply in our study to determine this set can be described 
as follows. 
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Algorithm 1: Non-dominated sorting algorithm from Deb (2008) 

 input: Optimzation problem 𝑄, set of solutions 𝑃 of size 𝑁 

 begin 
1  𝑃′ = ∅  
2  for each 𝑝 ∈ 𝑃 ∧ 𝑝 ∉ 𝑃′ 
3   𝑃! = 𝑃′ ∪ 𝑝 
4   for each 𝑞 ∈ 𝑃′ ∧ 𝑞 ≠ 𝑝 
5    If 𝑝 ≻ 𝑞 
6     𝑃! = 𝑃′ ∖ 𝑞  
7    else if 𝑞 ≻ 𝑝 
8     𝑃! = 𝑃′ ∖ 𝑝  
9    end if 
10   end for 
11  end for 
12 end 

 output: Set of pareto-optimal solutions 𝑃′ 

 

Random Forest: An algorithm to determine complex, multivariate relations 

As we already came to know, current literature identifies startup performance to be a 
complex phenomenon and suggests studying it through the use of extensive RBV mod-
els. Moreover, literature recommends investigating more complex relations between in-
dependent variables and performance measures, as they are expected to have higher 
predictive power. At this point machine learning could potentially enhance entrepreneurial 
research, as it possesses procedures able to discover complex multivariate relationships 
regarding multiple objectives handling vast amounts of input data at a time. To deliver a 
proof of concept on the analytical capabilities of machine learning in the context of startup 
performance, we choose to apply a tree ensemble, or RF, as an exemplary algorithm. To 
get a better understanding of this algorithm we will first explain it in detail and then give 
reasons for why we chose this particular learning algorithm to pursue or research goal. 

Random forest is a supervised machine learning technique that combines elements of 
random subspace sampling and bagging to build ensembles of decision trees, taking de-
cisions based on a majority voting of its base learners (Huang et al., 2013, Breiman, 
2001). In more formal terms a random forest can be expressed as a set of tree-structured 
classifiers ℎ 𝑥, 𝜃! , where the 𝜃!!!…! are independent identically distributed random vec-
tors, attained through bagging and elements of random subspaces, that classifies input 𝑥 
based on a unit voting among its members (Kulkarni & Sinha, 2012). 
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In pseudo code the algorithm itself can be described as follows: 

1. Draw 𝑁 bootstrap samples from the training set, where 𝑁 represents the number 
of trees in the ensemble. 

2. For each bootstrap sample grow a tree with the following modification: At each 
node, rather than choosing the best split among all 𝑀 input variables, select 
𝐾 ≪ 𝑀	  variables at random and choose the best split among this subset of varia-
bles. Where each tree is grown till the minimum size of terminal nodes 𝑇. 

3. Predict new data by providing its feature values as an input to each tree in the for-
est and aggregating their 𝑁 predictions through majority voting (for classification 
problems) or averaging (for regression problems). 

A reference on how to implement this algorithm can further be found at the end of this 
chapter. 

The algorithms three main parameters are: The number 𝑁 of trees in the forest, the num-
ber 𝐾 of features selected for splitting when building the trees and the number 𝑇 deter-
mining the minimum size of terminals nodes in all trees (Kulkarni & Sinha 2012; Li & Yue 
2010; Bernard et al. 2007; Breiman 2001). 

Considering our problem of studying multivariate relations between independent variables 
and various measures of startup performance, random forest offer a variety of beneficial 
properties. First of all, applied to different benchmarking and real world problems RF 
proved to be a highly accurate learner for a variety of data sets, being able to recognize 
both linear and non-linear relationships. Moreover RF is well suited to process data de-
scribing a business environment as it can process both qualitative and quantitative input 
variables simultaneously considering multiple objectives. In addition to that RF is a fast 
learner, able to handle large numbers of input features and possessing a structure that is 
easy to parallelize. Furthermore it is an algorithm comparably easy to use since overfitting 
is a lesser problem, as Breiman (2001) proved that its generalization error converges to a 
limit as the number of trees become larger. Besides this, RF implements bagging and 
therefore allows making unbiased estimations on generalization errors and feature im-
portance prior to testing. As each tree in the ensemble is build of a bootstrap sample and 
each bootstrap sample leaves out about one third of the training data, error estimates can 
simply be obtained by predicting all training instances via the subset of trees who’s sam-
ples did not contain them. These so-called out-of-bag samples can further be used to 
estimate variable importance prior to testing. For this purpose each features values in the 
out-of-bag samples are randomly disturbed and the influence of this disturbance on the 
misclassification rate is taken as an evidence for feature importance. Besides these ra-
ther technical reasons we also selected RF since it is a technique that already has been 
successfully applied to various real world problems of different domains. In medical sci-
ence for example RFs are used for tasks like skin detection (Khan et al. 2010) or cell type 
classification (Huang et al. 2013). Further applications of RF include problems of econom-
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ical science as in the study of Luo et al. (2010) on trade balance development or even 
problems of home-land security such as terrorist profiling (Xu et al. 2009). In computer 
science RFs are further used for text and image recognition (Bernard et al. 2007) with a 
famous commercial application being Microsoft’s body motion recognition system Kinect. 

 
Algorithm 2: Random forest algorithm from Sirikulviriya & Sinthupinyo (2011) 

 input: Training data 𝐷 

 begin 
1  To generate a forest of 𝑁 trees 
2  for i = 1 to 𝑁 do 
3   Randomly sample the training data 𝐷 with replacement to produce 𝐷! 
4   Create a rood node, 𝑁! containing 𝐷! 
5   Call BuildTree(𝑁!) 
6  end for 
7  BuildTree(𝑵) 
8  If 𝑁 contains only instances of one class then 
9   return 
10  else 
11   Randomly select 𝐾 of the 𝑀 possible splitting features 
12   Select the feature 𝐹 with the highest information gain to split on  
13   Create f child nodes of 𝑁, 𝑁!,… ,𝑁! , where 𝐹 has 𝑓 possible values (𝐹!,… ,𝐹!) 
14   for i = 1 to 𝑓 do 
15    Set the contents of 𝑁! to 𝐷! , where 𝐷! is all instances in 𝑁 that match 𝐹! 
16    Call BuildTree(𝑁!) 
17   end for 
18  end if 
19 end 
 output: Trained random forest 
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4 Analysis 
So far our study identified recent gaps in startup performance research and pointed out 
the potential of methods of computational science to close these gaps. Using RBV and 
DC we developed a theoretical framework to analyze the startup-performance relation-
ship, built a coherent multifactorial data model and introduced a set of algorithms ex-
pected to realize parts of mentioned potential. With this being done, at this point we want 
to precede and deliver a proof of concept that is threefold: First, we want to show that 
pareto-optimality, achieved through non-dominated sorting, is able to determine optimal 
sets in real data on startup performance, considering multiple performance measures 
simultaneously, independent of whether they are conflicting or not. Second, we want to 
demonstrate that, when provided with general preferential information on performance 
measures, pareto-optimality can serve as a definition for success. Third, we want to in-
vestigate whether, when provided with a set of data, the machine learning algorithm ran-
dom forest is able to detect multivariate rules in RBV-frameworks, enabling us to make 
predictions on future startup performance. 

In order to carry out this proof of concept we first define a set of experimental settings, 
generate appropriate artificial data and introduce our methods of evaluation. Based on 
this we then present the results obtained, laying the groundwork for further discussion. 

 

 

Figure 11 – Structure of the analysis of this study 

4.1 Data set 
As already mentioned before, we used artificial data to verify the performance of the algo-
rithms under observation. At this point we want to explain first why we chose to use artifi-
cial data for testing and then how we generated this data. 

Using artificial data for verification testing is a common practice in computational science. 
The main reason for this is not the absence of real data, but the observation that real data 
often does not provide all information required for a thorough assessment. Artificial data 
in contrast provides a controlled testing environment whose advantages are threefold 
(Albuquerque et al. 2011; Jeske et al. 2005; Scott & Wilkins 1999). First of all, artificial 

Data	  set	   Experimental	  
seHngs	  

Evalua'on	  
methods	   Results	  
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data allows investigators to know about structural regularities of the data prior to its test-
ing. Knowing about these regularities is essential whenever one wants to assess the abil-
ity of an algorithm to uncover regularities in data. Using real data, however, prior to test-
ing often little is known about structures hidden in the data set. A second argument in 
favor of testing on artificial data is, that it allows us to systematically vary the degree of 
data difficulty while testing, thus enabling us to assess algorithm robustness. Using real 
data this is rarely possible (Scott & Wilkins 1999). A third argument supporting the use of 
artificial data for testing is that arbitrarily large data sets can be obtained within short time. 
Real data in contrast is usually difficult to obtain because of its commercial value, privacy 
issues as well as the time and cost associated with its collection (Albuquerque et al. 
2011; Jeske et al. 2005; Scott & Wilkins 1999). 

With respect to our study we decided to test on artificial data due to the following reason-
ing: Since literature review couldn’t identify any study that combined techniques of ma-
chine learning with a RBV-based multivariate model to analyze startup performance, our 
approach seems to be somehow unique. Therefore the main goal of our study should be 
to deliver a proof of concept. For a proof of concept the use of artificial data is more suit-
able than real data, as it offers a more controlled testing environment enabling us to de-
fine all structures hidden in the set, to gradually adjust its degree of difficulty and to test 
on arbitrarily large data sets. 
 

Methodology: The origins of our data generation procedure 

After having explained why we chose to test on artificial data, in the following we want to 
present the methodology that we applied in order to create this data. To do so, we start 
with a brief introduction on the overall method, before describing each step of the data 
generation process in detail. 

Our objective was to implement a procedure that is able to generate artificial data coher-
ent to our analytic model, that allows us to control the performance patterns in the data 
and is reusable for future studies. The methodology that we applied to achieve this goal 
was based on an approach of Scott & Wilkins (1999), whose three step process is fairly 
simple to explain: 

1. The independent variables are generated through random sampling 
2. A set of rules is defined that implements relationships between independent and 

dependent variables 
3. The dependent variables are generated through the application of mentioned rules 

and an adjustable amount of noise 

This approach enabled us to control the structural regularities in the data through the 
number of rules applied, the complexity of the rules applied and a noise parameter. While 
implementing this methodology we made further assumptions on our test data that are 
important to understand:  
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1. All artificially generated startups are assumed to be from the same industry, of 
similar size and age, which is why we refrain from initiating the control variables  

2. All artificially generated startups are assumed to be survivors, which is why we 
limit the performance measures we generate to growth and profitability 

3. The performance measures growth and profitability are assumed to be conflicting 

After having explained the methodology we used to create the test data and pointing out 
the assumptions made while generating it, we now want to proceed to describe in detail 
how we initiated each of the independent and dependent variables. 
 

Data generation: How we initialized the independent variables 

Following Scott and Wilkins procedure, we initialized each independent variable of our 
model as a continuous variable, normally distributed within its domain. Then we discretized 
each variable by rounding it off and adjusting it to the constraints of its domain. Analyzing 
completely random sampled data, however, we noticed that some of the variables that we 
claimed to be independent were in fact dependent, as they had logical connections among 
each other. An example for such a condition is the variable 𝑥!, which indicates the number 
of founding team members that hold a university degree. The value of this variable cannot 
be higher than the value of 𝑥!, the variable indicating the total number of founding team 
members. To cope with these logical interdependencies we made further adjustments to 
the mean values and domains of the concerned variables. Referring to the previously men-
tioned example, we solved the problem by defining the normal distribution of 𝑥! in terms of 
𝑥! and adjusting its domain accordingly. To provide a transparent view on our data genera-
tion process variable distributions and adjustments are displayed in appendix A3. The table 
shows how we initialized each variable, indicating its mean, its variance and adjustments 
made. Having no further information about variable distributions we defined 𝜇 as the center 

point of each variables domain and 𝜎 as !
!
. For the subset of model variables that have an 

open interval domain (𝑥!, 𝑥!", 𝑥!!, 𝑥!") we chose a reasonable, but somehow arbitrary 𝜇.  

As a result we obtained a procedure able to generate arbitrary amounts of normally dis-
tributed independent variables that describe startup configurations and are not only com-
patible to our theoretical model but also logically consistent. 
 

Data generation: : How we initialized the dependent variables  

Following the approach of Scott and Wilkins, in order to generate the dependent varia-
bles’ values we had to define a set of rules that describe relationships between inde-
pendent and dependent variables, or in our case between success factors and perfor-
mance measures. To do so, we proceeded in two steps: First we defined a set of rules 
that have an influence on startup performance. Then we defined how startups would use 
this performance to allocate it among the conflicting performance measures growth and 
profitability. 
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While defining the rule set our goal was to create structural regularities that would reflect 
patterns of reality. Therefore we conducted a literature review looking for empirical stud-
ies in the entrepreneurial field that analyzed relationships between independent variables 
and performance measures. Based on their findings we then formulated mathematical 
rules expressing the relations encountered in these studies. The resulting rule set is dis-
played in Table 1. 

Table 1 – Artificial data generation: Rules to initiate the dependent variables 

Rule # Empirical finding 
Mathematical formulation of the 

condition Source 

1 Heterogeneous skills in-
crease performance  

𝑖𝑓
𝑥!
𝑥!
= 0,5  Visintin & Pittino, 2014 

2 Heterogeneous skills in-
crease performance 

𝑖𝑓
𝑥!
𝑥!
= 1  Visintin & Pittino, 2014 

3 General experience in-
creases performance 𝑖𝑓(5 < 𝑥! + 𝑥! + 𝑥! + 𝑥! < 10) Ganotakis, 2012 

4 Experience diversity in-
creases performance 

𝐼𝑓(𝑥! > 0  𝐴𝑁𝐷  𝑥! > 0  𝐴𝑁𝐷 

𝑥! > 0  𝐴𝑁𝐷  𝑥! > 0) 
Ganotakis, 2012 

5 
The size of the founding 
team has an influence on 

startup performance 
𝑖𝑓(3 < 𝑥! < 7) Ganotakis, 2012 

6 
Strategies that fit the re-

source profile lead to per-
formance 

𝑖𝑓(𝑥! > 2  𝐴𝑁𝐷  𝑥!" < 0,66) Edelmann, 2005 

7 
Strategies that fit the re-

source profile lead to per-
formance 

𝑖𝑓(0,66 < 𝑥!" < 1,23  𝐴𝑁𝐷 

𝑥!   > 2  𝐴𝑁𝐷  𝑥!" > 0,5) 
Edelmann, 2005 

8 
Strategies that fit the re-

source profile lead to per-
formance 

𝑖𝑓(𝑥! > 2  𝐴𝑁𝐷  𝑥!" > 1,23) Edelmann, 2005 

 

Table 1 presents the eight rules that we defined in our rule set, revealing the conditions 
that have to be fulfilled in order to comply with each of them and referring to the study 
they are taken from. Each rules originates from an empirical study whose findings we 
translated into a mathematical formulation, using the factors of our model. Even though 
some may argue that the specific mathematical formulation, which we chose to express 
each finding is somewhat arbitrary, which is true, its meaning however reflects a relation 
observed in reality. Visintin and Pittino (2014) for example studied 103 Italian startups, 
revealing that founding teams differentiating and integrating academic and non-academic 
profiles exhibited higher levels of performances. This insight is reflected by two rules in 
our set: Rule number one implies that equal shares in academics and non-academics in 
the founding team benefits a startups performance. Rule number two implies that an 
equal share in founding team members with STEM degree and founding team members 
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with a social science degree benefits a startups performance.  Rules number three, four 
and five are inspired by a study of Ganotakis (2012) who found that the level of experi-
ence in entrepreneurial teams has an inverted U-shaped relationship to startup perfor-
mance. In his study he found that the combination of various skills enhances startup per-
formance and that high levels of human capital are more likely to be encountered in en-
trepreneurial teams than among single founders. Rules number six, seven and eight, in 
contrast, follow a study of Edelman et al. (2005) who concluded that the quality of a firms 
strategy cannot be judged independently of the resources it is based on. While rule num-
ber six implies that startups benefit from a price strategy whenever their founding team 
has sufficient managerial experience, rule number seven implies that an innovative strat-
egy is beneficial to a startup when combined with a university cooperation and sufficient 
managerial experience. Last but not least rule number eight implies that a quality-based 
strategy benefits from an entrepreneurial team having sufficient levels of technical experi-
ence. 

Having defined a set of rules to establish realistic relations between independent and 
dependent variables, we then had to define how these would translate into specific values 
for growth and profitability. The main idea that we implemented can be explained as fol-
lows: First of all, we assumed that all startups have a basic level of performance in both 
growth and profitability. Depending on the experimental settings, this basic level of per-
formance may or may not be disturbed by random noise. Fulfilling a performance rule is 
assumed to improve a startups performance beyond its basic level. A startup can use this 
additional, rule-based performance to improve growth or profitability. How a startup de-
cides to distribute its rule-based performance among the performance dimensions growth 
and profitability is assumed to depend on its strategy. Startups implementing a price 
strategy are assumed to primarily opt for growth, while firms that follow a quality strategy 
are assumed to rather opt for profitability. In any case the two performance measures 
growth and profitability are assumed to be conflicting. This conflict was realized by im-
plementing a mathematical function referred to as the ZDT 1 problem (Zitzler et al. 2000). 

A mathematical formulation of our procedure to generate the dependent variable values 
can be expressed as follows: 

1     𝑃! = 𝐵 + 𝜎 + 𝑝! 𝑥!,!" ∗ 𝑅 ∗ 𝜔! ∗ 𝜐!"

!

!

 

2     𝐺! = 𝐵 + 𝜎 + 𝑔! 𝑥!,!" ∗    𝑅 ∗ 𝜔! ∗ 𝜐!"

!

!
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𝑊𝑖𝑡ℎ: 

𝑃! = 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦  𝑜𝑓  𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑦  𝑖 

𝐺! = 𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑡ℎ  𝑜𝑓  𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑦  𝑖 

𝐵 = 𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑐  𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙  𝑜𝑓  𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 

𝜎 = 𝐿𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙  𝑜𝑓  𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒 

𝑝! 𝑠 =   𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒  𝑜𝑓  𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑦  𝑖  𝑡𝑜  𝑜𝑝𝑡  𝑓𝑜𝑟  𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑦 

𝑔! 𝑠 =   𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒  𝑜𝑓  𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑦  𝑖  𝑡𝑜𝑝  𝑜𝑝𝑡  𝑓𝑜𝑟  𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑡ℎ 

𝑅 = 𝑅𝑢𝑙𝑒  𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑑  𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 

𝜔! = 𝐼𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒  𝑜𝑓  𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒  𝑟𝑢𝑙𝑒  𝑗 

𝜐!" = 𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒  𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔  𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟  𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑦  𝑖  𝑓𝑢𝑙𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑠  𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒  𝑟𝑢𝑙𝑒  𝑗 

𝑖 = 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟  𝑜𝑓  𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑦𝑠  𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 

𝑔! 𝑥!,!" =   
𝑥!,!"
2
   

𝑝! 𝑥!,!" = 1 −   
𝑥!,!"
2

 

𝑥!,!" ∈ 0,2  

𝑣!" ∈ 0,1  

𝜔! ∈ 0,1  

𝐵,𝜎,𝑅 ∈ ℝ 

As equations 1  and (2) indicate a startups growth and profitability consist of the basic 
level of performance 𝐵 attributed to each company, a level of noise 𝜎 and an influence de-
pending on how many of the 𝑗 performance-rules are fulfilled. For that matter 𝜐!" indicates if 

company 𝑖 fulfills rule 𝑗, 𝜔! represents the relative importance of rule 𝑗, 𝑅 displays the mag-

nitude of rule-based performance and 𝑝! 𝑥!,!"  or 𝑔! 𝑥!,!"  indicate the extent to which a 
company utilizes this rule-based performance to improve profitability or growth. Thereby 
𝑝! 𝑥!,!"  and 𝑔! 𝑥!,!"  implement a conflicting relation as defined in the ZDT 1 problem and 
depend on 𝑥!,!" , a variable reflecting the strategy a company perceives. Ultimately its the 
values 𝐵,𝜎,𝑅  and 𝜔! that are adjustable and thus to be defined individually for each exper-
imental setting.  

This procedure allowed us to project the relations defined in our rule set, into values for 
growth and profitability. Moreover, these values further implement a conflicting relation be-
tween growth and profitability and result from a set of eight different rules that display real 
world empirical findings. The procedure also allowed us to control the structural regularities 
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and the difficulty of the data by modifying the number of rules considered, their relative 
importance among each other as well as the amount of noise induced. Finally, even though 
the generation procedure is random based, to gain further control over the structures pre-
sent in the data set, our algorithm also includes the option to define the percentage of data 
points 𝜏 in the set, that should fulfill minimum one of the activated performance rules. 

Boundaries: Limitations to the validity of our data 

Despite all efforts the artificial data we generated also has deficiencies. Even though the 
rules it bases on are inspired from real world studies, its structure does not reflect reality. 
The number of rules in the set, their complexity and the level of noise induce structure 
into the data, however it is not expected to be as diverse as real data. Keeping these de-
ficiencies in mind we still consider the data to be suitable for our proof of concept. 

To demonstrate the benefits of the non-dominates sorting algorithm the artificial data has 
to implement a conflicting relationship between performance measures, a criterion that it 
fulfills. To proof whether RF is able to detect patterns in entrepreneurial data, it is im-
portant that the data incurs structures, a criterion our data also fulfills. 

4.2 Experimental settings 
Having identified gaps in startup performance research and having elaborated how select-
ed methods of computational science might minimize these gaps, our study aims to inves-
tigate two issues. One issue is to analyze how non-dominated sorting might enhance the 
analysis of startup performance, as it is able to determine pareto-optimal sets considering 
various performance measures simultaneously. The second issue is to test to what extent 
the machine learning algorithm random forest is able to detect performance rules in startup 
data and make predictions on future startup performance. 
 

Non-dominated sorting: Introducing two test cases 

With respect to the non-dominated sorting algorithm there were two test cases that we ob-
served. First, we wanted obtain a pareto-optimal front in an artificially generated data set 
where noise was absent. Second, we wanted to obtain a pareto-optimal front in a data set 
where noise was present. Following the mathematical formulation of our data generation 
process, Table 2 offers a detailed description of the testing data we created for each of 
these test cases. Assuming that all startups prefer higher growth and profitability to less, 
we then run the non-dominated sorting algorithm, as previously indicated, to determine the 
pareto-optimal solutions. 
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Table 2 – Artificial data generation for the non-dominated sorting testing 

Test case Description 𝑩 𝝈 𝒘𝒊      𝒊!𝟏,…,𝟖 𝑹 𝝉 # of companies 

1 No noise   3,5% 0 0,125 7% 70% 1000 

2 10% noise   3,5% 0,35%   0,125  7% 70% 1000 

 

Random Forest: Introducing four test cases 

With respect to the random forest algorithm there are two properties we wanted to test. 
First, we wanted to evaluate RF’s performance regarding the regression problem of pre-
dicting future startup performance. The second property what we wanted to test was the 
RF’s capability regarding the classification problem of predicting whether a startups per-
formance would going to be pareto-optimal or not. For both, the regression and classifica-
tion problem, we tested how the RF’s performance is affected by the factors data difficulty 
and noise. In order to do so we defined four different testing scenarios as indicated by Fig-
ure 12. 

 

 
Level of noise 

None 10% 

Difficulty 

of data 

Low Scenario 1 Scenario 2 

High Scenario 3 Scenario 4 

Figure 12 – Scenarios for random forest testing 

To adjust the degree of difficulty of the testing data we made use of three parameters: The 
number of independent variables in the data set, the number of rules present in the data 
set and the complexity of the rules present in the set. Test scenarios 1 and 2 had a low 
level of difficulty, as only two rules were active in their sets, implementing simple perfor-
mance patterns based on only five of the 17 variables of our model. In addition to that we 
reduced the number of input variables provided to the RF by eliminating all variables of the 
model that were irrelevant for explaining the performance patterns. Test scenarios number 
3 and 4 had a higher degree of difficulty as eight rules were present in their data sets and 
the RF input consisted of all 17 independent variables of the model. For the test scenarios 
2 and 4 we further induced noise to the data. For that matter we used Breiman (2001) as a 
point of reference and chose a level of 10% noise, originating from a normal distribution 
with 𝜎 = 0,35 and 𝜇 = 𝐵 = 𝑅 = 3,5. 

Following the mathematical formulation of our artificial data generation process Table 3 
and Table 4 provide a detailed description of testing data of each scenario.  
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Table 3 – Artificial data generation for RF testing: Test scenarios 1 and 2 

Scenario Description 𝑩 𝝈 𝒘𝒊      𝒊!𝟏,𝟐 𝑹 𝝉 # of companies 

1 
Difficulty low, 

no noise 
3,5%   0 0,5 7% 70% 1000 

2 
Difficulty low, 

10% noise 
3,5%   0,35% 0,5 7% 70% 1000 

 

Table 4 – Artificial data generation for RF testing: Test scenarios 3 and 4 

Scenario Description 𝑩 𝝈 𝒘𝒊      𝒊!𝟏,…,𝟖 𝑹 𝝉 # of companies 

3 
Difficulty high, 

no noise 
3,5%   0 0,125 7% 70% 1000 

4 
Difficulty high, 

10% noise 
3,5%   0,35% 0,125 7% 70% 1000 

 

Having defined the scenarios, we then combined them into test cases in order to study the 
effects of data difficulty and noise on the RF. To do so we performed pairwise comparisons 
of scenarios that only differed in one of the two attributes. Figure 13 shows the four result-
ing test cases, the effect they test for and the scenarios they consist of. 
 

Test case Effect under observation Scenarios 

1 The influence of noise on the RF performance 1 and 2 

2 The influence of noise on the RF performance 3 and 4 

3 The influence of data difficulty on the RF performance 1 and 3 

4 The influence of data difficulty on the RF performance 2 and 4 

Figure 13 – Random forest testing: The four test cases to be observed 

Having explained our test cases, the scenarios they consisted of and the data configuration 
they are build on, we also have to specify the configuration of the RF. As mentioned before 
there are three main parameters to configure a RF: The number 𝑁 of trees in the forest, the 
number 𝐾 of features selected for splitting and number 𝑇 determining the minimum size of 
terminals nodes in all trees. Following the suggestions of Breiman (2001) we set 𝑁 = 100, 

𝑇 = 10, 𝐾 = 𝑥 !
! for the classification problem and 𝐾 = !

!
 for the regression problem, with 

𝑥 being the total number of independent variables provided to the RF. 
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System: Describing the hardware we tested on 

Finally we also want to specify the configurations of the system that we used to run our 
tests. Our experiments were run on a laptop with the Intel Core i5 (I5-3427U) 1,8GHz pro-
cessor with 8GB of RAM. The amount of RAM dedicated to MATLAB was increased to 
4GB due to the computational intensity of our task. 

4.3 Evaluation methods 
Having explained the data generation procedure we used, the scenarios we tested on, 
the algorithmic configuration as well as the system that we test on, we now want to intro-
duce the methods we applied in order to evaluate the results obtained. 
 

Non-dominated sorting: How we evaluated dominated and non-dominated sets 

To evaluate the benefit that non-dominated sorting and the resulting pareto-optimal fronts 
may have for startup performance research we chose a simple, visual approach. By plot-
ting exemplary data sets and their pareto-fronts, determined through non-dominated sort-
ing, we wanted to envision the rather theoretical concept of pareto-optimality as defined 
by definition 3. To do so we generated two-dimensional scatterplots that display pareto-
optimal and not pareto-optimal points jointly but distinguished. 
 

Random Forest: How we evaluated regression and classification problem 

Choosing appropriate methods to evaluate learning algorithms is an important topic for 
machine learning and thus for our study. As a variety of different measures have been 
defined in the literature we will proceed giving a detailed description of the process and 
the methods that we selected to evaluate the performance of the RF. 

First we divided each data set into two independent subsets. A training set that we used 
to build our model and a test set that we used to evaluate the models performance. Fol-
lowing common research practice we performed the partitioning of the data through a 
random sampling assigning 70% of the data for training and 30% for testing (Han et al. 
2006). 

To evaluate the regression problem of the RF, predicting startup performance, we chose 
the mean-squared error (MSE), as it is a common measure for evaluating numerical pre-
dictors (Luo et al. 2010; Ferri et al. 2009; Han et al. 2006; Breiman 2001). 

𝑀𝑆𝐸 =
1
𝑛

𝑎! − 𝑝! !
!

!!!

 

𝑎! = 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙  𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒  𝑜𝑓  𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒  𝑖 

𝑝! = 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑  𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒  𝑓𝑜𝑟  𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒  𝑖 
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The MSE indicates by how much the predictions of a model deviate from the true values, 
penalizing strong deviations through a square term. In order to provide a better under-
standing of the magnitude of this error, with respect to the problem, we further chose to 
put the MSE into relation with the mean value of the true value distribution. 

To evaluate the classification problem of the RF, predicting whether a startups perfor-
mance is pareto-optimal or not, we chose four different measures widely employed in 
research: Accuracy, Precision, Recall and the F-Measure (Alam & Vuong 2009; Huang et 
al. 2013; Ferri et al. 2009; Han et al. 2006; Buja et al. 2005). 

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =
𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑙𝑦  𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑑  𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑠
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙  𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟  𝑜𝑓  𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑠

 

Accuracy is one of the most common and simplest measures to evaluate classifiers. It 
indicates the percentage of correctly classified instances. Despite being popular, accura-
cy is a measure known to be inappropriate when evaluating imbalanced data sets. If a 
data set is extremely skewed, using accuracy as the only measure of performance, a sys-
tem can appear to be high performing by simply deeming all instances negative. Howev-
er, labeling all instances as negative might be completely unsatisfying. To account for this 
deficiency we further included precision, recall and the F-measure into our evaluation 
scheme. In order to understand how these measures work we first have to explain the 
different types of errors a classifier can make. To do so we will use a binary classification 
problem as an example. When confronted with a binary problem a classifier can produce 
four types of outcomes that can be displayed in a confusion matrix Figure 14. 

 

 

Predicted class 

Yes No 

Actual Class 
Yes True positive False negative 

No False positive True negative 

Figure 14 – The confusion matrix 

In case the predictor delivers a correct classification it can either be a true positive or true 
negative result. In case the prediction is a false classification it can either be a false nega-
tive or a false positive result. Distinguishing between these types of classification results 
precision, recall and F-measure can provide a more detailed measure of the classifier 
performance. 

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒  𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠

𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒  𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠 + 𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒  𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑣𝑒𝑠
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𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =
𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒  𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠

𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒  𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠 + 𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒  𝑛𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠
 

𝐹 −𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 =
2 ∗ 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 ∗ 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 + 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛

 

While precision describes the probability of a positive classification being truly positive, 
recall corresponds to the probability of a truly positive result to be classified correctly. The 
advantage of assessing these two indicators is that, depending on the application, one 
might be more important than the other. For example when designing a classifier that 
should diagnose whether a patient has AIDS or not high recall might be more important 
than precision, as false negative result causes more harm than a false positive one. The 
F-Measure for that matter is a simple combination of precision and recall weighing both 
objectives as equally important (Huang et al. 2013; Ferri et al. 2009). 

Having introduced evaluation measures for both regression and classification problems at 
last we need a procedure to measure whether the effects of noise and data complexity 
have a significant influence on learner performance. To do so, we implemented paired t-
tests on the results of 10 valuations with a statistical significance corresponding to 
𝛼 = 0,05, marking significant differences with an astersik. An approach often used in liter-
ature when statistical significance is reported (Ferri et al. 2009; Banfield et al. 2007; 
Dietterich 1999). 

4.4 Results 
Having identified gaps in startup performance research we elaborated how selected 
methods of computational science may help to close these gaps. We further synthesized 
a theoretical framework that can serve as a foundation for performance analysis and built 
a coherent multifactorial model to describe startup companies. After identifying algorithms 
of interest we built an artificial data generator and defined a set of test cases to evaluate 
their benefit for startup performance research. In the following part we want to present the 
results obtained from these tests. In order to do so, we will start with our findings on the 
non-dominated sorting application and then proceed to the results regarding the RF. 
 

Non-dominated sorting: Describing the results obtained 

Analyzing the outcomes of our non-dominated sorting application there are two test cases 
we have to evaluate. 

Regarding the non-noise test case, Figure 15 shows the resulting plot of dominated and 
non-dominated startup performances. First of all, this plot clearly reflects the way, in 
which our data generation method works. In the plot we observe seven different fronts of 
performance, each of them displaying the convex shape of the ZDT 1 problem. As in this 
test case all performance rules are assumed to be of equal importance, companies of 
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different fronts differ in the number of rules they fulfill. Evaluating the set of pareto-optimal 
points, as determined by non-dominated sorting, we observe that it reveals both the ex-
istence of different performance fronts as well as the shape of the conflicting relationship 
between profitability and growth. In addition to that, it becomes clear that the pareto-
optimal set offers us an easy way to compare and evaluate large amount of companies 
regarding multiple performance measures simultaneously. Moreover the result of this 
comparison is simple to visualize, thus easing its communication. Each startup symbol-
ized by a grey point is not part of the pareto-optimal set and thus at least dominated by 
one other startup. If we further induce simple preferential information to this situation, by 
assuming that all startups in the set prefer more growth and profitability to less, pareto-
optimality moreover becomes a property to distinguish between successful and unsuc-
cessful startups. Comparing a defined set of startups solely based on the criteria growth 
and profitability, as it is the case in figure 15, provided with free choice no entrepreneur 
will consider one of the dominated companies to be successful within the set, as there is 
at least one other startup in the same set showing higher levels of performance, thus 
making it more preferable and hence a successful one. 

Figure 16 shows the resulting plot of the noisy test case. Comparing the plot with Figure 
15 we notice how the influence of noise blurred the lines between the different fronts of 
performance. Moreover we observed that Figure 16 also does not reveal the shape of the 
conflicting relationship between growth and profitability that clearly anymore. Looking at 
the non-dominated set we noticed that it does not even reflect the convex shape, as in-
duced by the ZDT1 problem. This being so, the non-dominates set however still indicated 
the highest performing startups within the set. Moreover, even in this case pareto-
optimality is a criterion to distinguish successful and unsuccessful startups, once simple 
preferential information are induced by assuming that all startups in the set prefer more 
growth and profitability to less. 

 
Figure 15 – Results of the non-dominated sorting: Noise free test case 
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Figure 16 – Results of the non-dominated sorting: Noisy test case 

 

Random Forest: Describing the results obtained 

Following our research goal we tested RF’s problem-solution capability with respect to two 
problem statements. In a first step we assessed the RF’s performance regarding the re-
gression problem of predicting future startup performance. In a second step we tested to 
what extent RF is able to handle the classification problem of predicting whether a startups 
performance will be pareto-optimal or not. In both cases we further assessed what kind of 
influence the factors data difficulty and noise had on the quality of the RF’s solutions. In the 
following part we will present the numerical results we obtained.  

Regression problem – Discovering rules and predicting future performance 

Table 5 and Table 6 contain the results of the four test cases that we used to assess the 
RFs capability to detect multivariate performance rules in startup data and to make numeri-
cal predictions on future performance based on them. Looking at the results it seems as if 
RF is generally able to detect performance rules in entrepreneurial data. Observing the 
noise free test cases three out of four prediction series showed a MSE that was lower than 
25% of true value mean. However, looking at the range of all results we noticed that in 
worst case the MSE was almost 50% of the true value mean, while in best case we meas-
ured a MSE lower than 6% of the true value mean. This insight indicates that while RF 
seems able to detect patterns in data on startup performance, this ability does not seem to 
be stable but varies across different testing environments. This is a finding is further sup-
ported by the unexpected result that the predictive power of the RF was almost consistently 
higher for profitability than for growth. 

Analyzing the influence of noise on the RF’s predictive performance we observed that an 
increase in the level of noise lead to an increase in the MSE in both corresponding test 
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cases. Regarding the measure of profitability this increase was statistically significant on 
the 𝛼 = 0,05 level, for growth however it was not. 

Table 5 – Results of the RF regression: The influence of noise 

Scenario Description 
Profitability Growth 

𝑀𝑆𝐸 𝜇  !"#$   
1 −

𝑀𝑆𝐸
𝜇!"#$

 𝑀𝑆𝐸 𝜇!"#$   
1 −

𝑀𝑆𝐸
𝜇!"#$

 

1 Difficulty low, 
no noise 0,3195 3,8745 91,753% 1,4879 5,4494 72,696% 

2 Difficulty low, 
10% noise 1,4476∗ 3,3895 56,407% 1,6430 4,2562 61,398% 

3 Difficulty high, 
no noise 0,2127 3,7769 94,368% 0,9595 4,0907 76,544% 

4 Difficulty high, 
10% noise 1,0010∗ 3,3793 70,379% 0,9238 4,1633 77,811% 

 

Analyzing the influence of data difficulty on the RF’s predictive performance we observed 
that an increase in the level of data difficulty lead to a decrease of the MSE. This difference 
was consistent and statistically significant on the 𝛼 = 0,05 level for growth and profitability 
in both corresponding test cases. 
 

Table 6 – Results of the RF regression: The influence of data difficulty  

Scenario Description 
Profitability Growth 

𝑀𝑆𝐸 𝜇  !"#$   
1 −

𝑀𝑆𝐸
𝜇!"#$

 𝑀𝑆𝐸 𝜇!"#$   
1 −

𝑀𝑆𝐸
𝜇!"#$

 

1 Difficulty low, 
no noise 0,3406 3,8814 91,225% 1,3484 5,4123 75,086% 

3 Difficulty high, 
no noise 0,1979∗ 3,7785 94,763% 0,94∗ 4,9489 80,998% 

2 Difficulty low, 
10% noise 1,5846 3,3925 53,291% 1,603 4,2408 62,196% 

4 Difficulty high, 
10% noise 0,9926∗ 3,3732 70,574% 0,8911∗ 4,1382 78,467% 

 

Classification problem – Discovering rules and predicting pareto-optimality 

Table 7 and Table 8 present the results of the four test cases that we used to assesses, to 
what extent RF is able to predict whether a startups performance going to be pareto-
optimal or not. Looking at the overall results it seems as if RF was highly able to learn this 
distinction in the course of our study. The lowest precision rate we encountered across our 
test series was 97,1% and the lowest recall rate that we observed was 99,7027%. Overall, 
accuracy was within the lines of 97,47% and 99,53%. These observations indicate that, in 
the course of our study, RF’s capability to detect patterns of pareto-optimality were ex-
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tremely high and consistent across all test cases. This examination is specifically interest-
ing as the portion of pareto-optimal points in the test sets was only around 10% in noise 
free test cases and about 2% in noisy test cases. 

Analyzing the influence of noise on the RF’s classification performance regarding pareto-
optimality, we observed that an increase in the level of noise lead to a decrease in accura-
cy, precision, recall and the F-Measure. These decreases were statistically significant at 
the 𝛼 = 0,05 level. Additionally the negative influence of noise on the predictive perfor-
mance of the RF is consistent to the findings we made regarding the regression problem. 

Table 7 – Results of the RF classification: The influence of noise  

Scenario Description 
 Pareto-optimality 

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝐹 −𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 

1 Difficulty low, 
no noise 99,2667 99,5945 99,7420 99,6673 

2 Difficulty low, 
10% noise 98,0667∗ 98,1333∗ 100∗ 99,0575∗ 

3 Difficulty high, 
no noise 97,4667 97,1000 100 98,5255 

4 Difficulty high, 
10% noise 98,4667∗ 98,4000∗ 100 99,1932∗ 

 

Analyzing the influence of data difficulty on the RF’s predictive performance we obtained 
inconsistent results. Increasing the level of data difficulty in a noise free environment lead 
to a significant decrease of the predictive performance across all measures. In a noisy en-
vironment however an increase in data difficulty lead to a significant increase in accuracy, 
precision and the F-Measure. These results are further inconsistent to the observations we 
made with respect to the regression problem, where an increase in data difficulty had a 
persistently positive effect on predictive performance. 

Table 8 – Results of the RF classification: Influence of data difficulty 

Scenario Description 
 Pareto-optimality 

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝐹 −𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 

1 Difficulty low, 
no noise 99,5333 99,8898 99,7027 99,7958 

3 Difficulty high, 
no noise 97,5000∗ 97,7000∗ 100∗ 98,8359∗ 

2 Difficulty low, 
10% noise 97,9333 97,8667 100 98,9217 

4 Difficulty high, 
10% noise 98,5000∗ 98,2667∗ 100 99,1256∗ 
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5 Discussion 
Discussing our test results there are two types of findings that we have to cover. On one 
side we have to examine the results obtained through the application of the non-
dominated sorting algorithm. On the other side we have discuss the results of the RF ap-
plication regarding the regression and classification problem. 

Looking at the results of our non-dominated sorting application we can confirm that pare-
to-optimality is a property that allows to compare startups regarding various performance 
measures simultaneously and independent of whether they are conflicting or not. Our 
plots further show that, in some cases, pareto-optimal sets are also able to visually reveal 
the shape of the relationship existing between performance measures. Pareto-optimality 
also proves to be a quality that is easy to visualize and thus suitable for communicating 
large amounts of results in short time. In addition to that, our test cases underline how 
pareto-optimality is a property that allows us to define a distinction between startup per-
formance and startup success, whenever simple but realistic assumptions about the en-
trepreneurs’ preferences regarding performance measures can be made. Mentioning pa-
reto-optimality as a valuable property for startup performance analysis, non-dominated 
sorting is a simple and well-established method to determine this property. Looking at the 
results of our study it seems that scientists should consider non-dominated sorting as a 
method and pareto-optimality as a criteria, when analyzing startup performance regarding 
multiple performance measures. This would allow them to analyze performance 
measures jointly but separate, possibly revealing information about their intricate relation-
ship. In addition to that, when analyzing startup performance we suggest using the notion 
of pareto-optimality in order to establish a distinction between the terms of startup per-
formance and startup success, whenever reasonable assumptions about respective pref-
erences can be made. 

Coming to speak of the results of our RF application we have to distinguish between the 
regression and the classification problem. Resuming our findings on the regression prob-
lem we can say that the RF was generally able to detect the multivariate rules defined in 
our rule set. Especially in noise free test scenarios the MSE was lower than 10% of the 
true value mean. The ability to detect these patterns however seems to be unstable and 
influenced by the factors data difficulty and level of noise. Higher levels of noise dimin-
ished prediction precision, as one would expect, since the algorithm lacks information to 
reason the induced deviations. In our test cases it seemed as if the bagging technique 
implemented by RF was not capable of providing sufficient variance reduction to the 
noise induced. In contrast to noise, increasing levels of data difficulty lead to more precise 
predictions of the RF. This finding is somehow counter-intuitive and thus has to be exam-
ined. Doing so, we have a simple and adequate explanation for this result, which also 
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reveals an important insight to the reader on how to handle RFs correctly. The data sets 
of our study labeled with low difficulty did not only apply a small amount of rules, but also 
consisted of only five out of the 17 variables of our model, where all of these five varia-
bles were part of at least one rule in the set. Since RF is an algorithm that applies random 
subspace sampling, building its underlying decision trees it does not include all variables 
provided. However, since in our low difficulty cases all variables were highly relevant for 
pattern recognition, the declined predictive performance is very likely to be caused by the 
random subspace sampling excluding an unusual high amount of performance-relevant 
variables. The insight gained through this observation is that, in its default configuration, 
RF has no difficulty in handling data where not all variables provided are relevant for ex-
plaining the patterns to be recognized. If however the opposite should be the case, for 
example as a result of an effective variable reduction method, one has to adjust the ran-
dom subspace sampling of the RF accordingly, as leaving out too many relevant varia-
bles may lower its predictive power. Resuming our findings on the regression problem, 
we find that RF seems to be a suitable method for scientists in the entrepreneurial field to 
detect multiple multifactorial performance rules in startup data. RF confirmed that it’s able 
to handle many variables at a time and can recognize linear as well as non-linear rela-
tionships. The input data provided to the algorithm should be extensive in order to in-
crease the likelihood that it includes all relevant variables, thus minimizing the influence of 
noise. While including large amounts of data, it is not a major problem for RF if part of this 
data is irrelevant to the patterns to be recognized, as it includes random subspace sam-
pling. Researchers could make use of RF itself in order to determine variable importance 
and sharpen their models, but subsequently should adjust their random subspace sample 
accordingly. 

Revising the RF’s results regarding the classification problem of predicting pareto-
optimality, it seems as if the algorithm is highly able to learn and predict this quality. The 
predictive power of RF was very stable across all our test cases, as the lowest result ob-
served regarding accuracy, precision and recall was still above the 95% rate. This result 
seems promising, especially knowing that only 2-10% of the data points tested were ac-
tually pareto-optimal. Even though the predictive ability of RF seemed stable, the level of 
noise still had a significantly negative influence on it. This observation followed our expec-
tations and was consistent to what we examined in the regression case. However the 
effect of increased noise seemed to have a more severe effect on the regression results 
than on the classification results. One possible explanation for this might be the increased 
granularity of the regression problem as compared to the classification problem. Looking 
at the influence that data difficulty had on the classification performance, we observed 
inconsistent results, which we find difficult to explain. This issue may require further 
study, its observation however is outshined by the level of precision that we encountered 
throughout all test cases. It seems as if RF is generally capable of learning patterns that 
identify pareto-optimal solutions. Thus we can suggest scientist to apply the algorithm to 
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real startup data, in the hope that it can provide accurate predictions on the pareto-
optimality of startup performance. To complete the picture on this classification problem 
we also have to mention that the informational value of the criterion pareto-optimality de-
pends on the number of the performance measures under observation. The more 
measures one observes the higher the probability of a point being pareto-optimal, which 
implies that the characteristic of being pareto-optimal becomes less meaningful when 
observing large amounts of performance measures simultaneously. 

As positive as our results may seem, the findings of our study are also limited by certain 
factors. Regarding the application of non-dominated sorting our study only demonstrated 
the concept exemplarily and presented arguments supporting its benefit for the analysis 
of startup performance. However we did not apply non-dominated sorting to specific real 
world data or deliver a quantitative evaluation of its analytical benefit. Regarding RFs abil-
ity to detect multivariate performance rules and predict startup performance we only test-
ed this capacity based on artificial data. While the use of artificial data is highly suggested 
for validation testing, our results however do not provide evidence on how effective RFs 
predictive power may be in real-world scenarios. Looking for further limitations to our 
study we also have to realize that the artificial data we generated did only include specific 
types of performance rules and that the spectrum of performance rules to be observed in 
reality possibly is more extensive and diverse. 
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6 Conclusion 
Both scientists and politicians recognize the importance of entrepreneurship for a healthy 
economic development. Entrepreneurship is a driving force of economic evolution that 
determines its speed and direction. In search for new growth, it is important to understand 
how entrepreneurial activity can be supported so that it may create sustainable value and 
additional employment. Hence, the study of startup performance becomes a topic of in-
terest. 

A review of recent publications on startup performance revealed three obstacles in re-
search. First, the prevailing assumption of a generally positive GPR is empirically not 
supported. Second, research uses the terms startup performance and startup success 
synonymously even though they are semantically different. Third, analyzing simple rela-
tions between performance measures and independent variables did not discover rules 
with consistently high predictive power. Keeping these findings in mind, we decided to 
explore what benefits the application of modern methods of computational science, spe-
cifically multi-criteria optimization and machine learning, may have for startup perfor-
mance analysis. Literature review revealed that similar approaches have not been stud-
ied so far, even though there is reason to believe they might enhance entrepreneurial 
theory development significantly. With this presumption in mind, we combined RBV and 
DC into a theoretical framework that allowed us to analyze startup performance and co-
herently built a multifactorial model enabling us to test exemplary algorithms. Using artifi-
cially generated data we created a variety of test cases to determine the problem-solution 
capabilities that non-dominated sorting and RF have in the context of startup perfor-
mance analysis.  

Our results confirmed that pareto-optimality is a property that allows to compare various 
performance measures simultaneously and independent of their interdependencies. In 
some cases determining the pareto-optimal set even revealed the shape of their intrinsic 
relationship. Additionally, pareto-optimality is a quality that is easy to visualize and thus 
suitable for communicating large amounts of results. Besides this, our test examples un-
derlined that pareto-optimality allows us to define a distinction between startup perfor-
mance and startup success, whenever reasonable assumptions about the general pref-
erences regarding performance measures can be made. Analyzing pareto-optimality, 
non-dominated sorting is a simple, reliable and well-established algorithm to determine 
this property. Resuming our findings on the RF algorithm we can say that it was generally 
able to detect multivariate rules in our RBV-based framework. Regarding the classifica-
tion problem of predicting the pareto-optimality of a startups future performance, the algo-
rithm seemed highly capable of learning respective patterns. In this case the predictive 
power was stable across all our test cases with the lowest result regarding accuracy, pre-
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cision and recall being still above the 95% rate. Regarding the regression problem of pre-
dicting future startup performance we can say that RF was partially able to detect the 
multivariate rules defined in our test cases. Especially in non-noise scenarios its predic-
tive performance was acceptable with a MSE being lower than 10% of the true value 
mean. Our tests however indicate that the level of noise has a significantly negative influ-
ence on RFs predictive power regarding both, the regression and classification task. The 
level of data difficulty however only had a significant influence on the regression results, 
where we suspect the random subspace sampling of RF to be the cause of lesser preci-
sion in cases with few variable input. 

As positive as these results may seem, their validity is also limited. The application of 
non-dominated sorting was only demonstrated exemplarily using artificial data and did not 
provide a quantification of its analytical benefit. Regarding the RFs ability to detect rules 
and predict startup performance we only tested this capacity based on artificial data. 
While for a proof of concept the use of artificial data is highly suggested, our results how-
ever do not provide evidence on how effective RFs predictive power may be in real-world 
scenarios. However, the fact that our analytical model is connected to real data, as it I 
compatible to a standardized questionnaire developed by our institute, eases its applica-
bility to real world scenarios in future studies. 

Even though there are certain limitations to our findings of this study, future research may 
still benefit from them. Based on our results, scientists should consider the use of non-
dominated sorting as a method and pareto-optimality as a criterion, to analyze startup 
performance regarding multiple performance measures. This would allow them to analyze 
performance measures jointly but separate, possibly revealing information about their 
intricate relationship. In addition to that, they may use the notion of pareto-optimality to 
establish a distinction between the terms of startup performance and startup success, 
whenever reasonable assumptions about preferences can be made. Besides this our 
study also demonstrated that RF is capable of recognizing multivariate patterns in startup 
data. It is able to handle the many variables of an extensive RBV-framework and to rec-
ognize complex relationships, performing regression and classification tasks. Scientist 
should apply RF, or other comparable machine learning algorithms, to entrepreneurial 
data in order to discover more consistent rules regarding startup performance, ideally 
allowing to obtain more accurate predictions on performance. Looking at the broader pic-
ture of this study, in the long run, combining the results of machine learning with methods 
of multi-criteria optimization could even hold additional benefits for entrepreneurial theory 
development. Methods of multi-criteria optimization could help to build mathematical 
models linking independent variables and performance measures considering conflicts 
among objectives. Algorithms of machine learning could provide approximations of their 
objective functions, allowing to make predictions on unobserved instances. By integrating 
these approximations into the optimization problem scientists could obtain a formal de-
scription of the startup-performance problem. Having this, researchers could then ad-
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vance and apply optimization techniques to determine theoretically optimal solutions to 
entrepreneurial decision problems regarding performance. 

Having mentioned the long-term perspective implied by our study, in order to continue 
along its line, there are four distinct aspects future research could investigate upon. First 
of all, having verified the abilities and benefits of non-dominated sorting and RF within this 
thesis, consecutive studies should apply these algorithms to real startup data in order to 
examine their effectiveness in real world scenarios. Second, future studies could focus on 
machine learning and analyze which algorithms are most suitable to make predictions on 
startup performance, for example by comparing RF with neuronal networks and support 
vector machines. Third, depending on the learning algorithm applied, future studies could 
further focus on the task of extracting explicit performance rules from trained systems in 
order to improve the understanding of the driving mechanisms behind startup perfor-
mance. Fourth, subsequent studies could finally aim to combine trained machine learning 
algorithms with procedures of multi-criteria optimization in order to determine theoretically 
optimal solutions to performance-related entrepreneurial decision problems. 
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Appendix A 
 

A1. Classification of SMEs according to the definition of the European Union 
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A2. The analytical model of this study 
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A3. Artificial data generation – The initiation of the independent variables 
 

Variable Meaning 𝝁 𝝈 Adjustments 

𝒙𝟏 # of members in the founding team 4 2 𝑖𝑓(𝑥! < 1; 1) 

𝒙𝟐 # of founding team members with a uni-
versity degree 

𝑥!
2

 
𝑥!
4

 
𝑖𝑓 𝑥! < 0; 0  

𝑖𝑓(𝑥! > 𝑥!; 𝑥!) 

𝒙𝟑 # of founding team members with a de-
gree in the STEM field 

𝑥!
2

 
𝑥!
4

 
𝑖𝑓 𝑥! < 1; 0  

𝑖𝑓(𝑥! > 𝑥!; 𝑥!) 

𝒙𝟒 # of founding team members with a de-
gree in economy or social science 𝑥! − 𝑥! 

𝑥!
4

 
𝑖𝑓  (𝑥! + 𝑥! > 𝑥!; 

𝑥! = 𝑥! − 𝑥!) 

𝒙𝟓 Working experience within the founding 
team 2 1 

𝑖𝑓 𝑥! < 0; 0  

𝑖𝑓 𝑥! > 4; 4  

𝒙𝟔 Technical experience within the founding 
team 2 1 

𝑖𝑓 𝑥! < 0; 0  

𝑖𝑓 𝑥! > 4; 4  

𝒙𝟕 Managerial experience within the founding 
team 2 1 

𝑖𝑓 𝑥! < 0; 0  

𝑖𝑓 𝑥! > 4; 4  

𝒙𝟖 Startup experience within the founding 
team 2 1 

𝑖𝑓 𝑥! < 0; 0  

𝑖𝑓 𝑥! > 4; 4  

𝒙𝟗 # of own patents used 0,5 1 𝑖𝑓 𝑥! < 0; 0  

𝒙𝟏𝟎 # of patents purchased 0,5 1 𝑖𝑓 𝑥!" < 0; 0  

𝒙𝟏𝟏 # of licenses purchased 0,5 1 𝑖𝑓 𝑥!! < 0; 0  

𝒙𝟏𝟐 Equity capital raised 20.000 20.000 𝑖𝑓 𝑥!" < 0; 0  

𝒙𝟏𝟑 Connection to venture capital 0,5 0,25 
𝑖𝑓 𝑥!" < 0; 0  

𝑖𝑓 𝑥!" > 1; 1  

𝒙𝟏𝟒 Strategy 1 0,5 
𝑖𝑓 𝑥!" < 0; 0  

𝑖𝑓 𝑥!" > 2; 2  

𝒙𝟏𝟓 Cooperation with university 0,5 0,25 
𝑓 𝑥!" < 0; 0  

𝑖𝑓 𝑥!" > 1; 1  

𝒙𝟏𝟔 # of competitors at present 3,5 1,75 
𝑓 𝑥!" < 0; 0  

𝑖𝑓 𝑥!" > 7; 7  

𝒙𝟏𝟕 Change in competitors since foundation 1 0,5 
𝑖𝑓 𝑥!" < 0; 0  

𝑖𝑓 𝑥!" > 2; 2  

 


